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urray Le ger 8c Times

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 11; 1978

15c Per Copy

in Our 99th Year

Community
Theatre
Announces
Summer Plan

MSU Empioyees
Return To Work
On Compromise

proximately 75 employees, were set up
Murray State University officials
at
14 points on the Murray campus
have pledged to work to solve
early Tuesday after the workers'
grievances of disgruntled service
request for it work contract was denied
workers who picketed the school or
after several recent meetings with
stayed away from work early this
Curris and other university officials,
week.
—Fie
Among the employees triv_w
University service workers were
from
food
service,
maintauash*:
reporting back- to work today after
security and printing personnel.
workers and university officials
Some of the workers returned to their
reached a back-to-work agreement
"There -PM be
Me...14MI/ and
jobs immediately after .the anWednesday afternoon.
three major productions this Summer,"
nouncement was made that the strike
According to Bill Mulligan, a
said Betty Brockway, in charge of
had ended. The rest will return to their
spokesman for the striking workers,the
production.
posts Thursday.
employees will continue working with
Auditions for the melodrama, titled
the American Federation of State,' . Mulligan said workers now have a
workers'committee made up of service
"No, No! A ThouSand Times No!", will
County and Municipai Employees
employees "without the influence of
be at 7 p.m. onMay 15, at the Public
(AFSCME) with the hope of reaching a
selection based on the university."
Library. High school students and
collective bargaining contract with the
Mulligan said new channels of comadults may tryout for the parts of three
university.
munication have been opened to higher
men and four women. These will inThe agreement reached Wednesday
university officials other than through
clude the beautiful heroine, Constant
includes a pledge by the University
Hope, her hero, Manly Rash, and the
_,gresiderrt Dr. Constantine "Deno" supervisors.
The first of two sets of grievances
black-hearted cad, Bertram Oleander.
Curris to work to solve the grievances
WINS HART SCHOLARSHIP — Winner of the $500 George S Hart Memorial Scholarship for the 1978-79 school
originated at the university's printing
—
the
latest
in
outlined
on
two
lists
Mr.
and
of
Mrs.
Catalina
daughter
Claude
Darnell,
1627
Ann
Darnell,
center,
Debra
University
is
year at Murray State
"This show should be great fun for
services 'section. That list included
early May --- submitted to the
plans to major in computer science and mathematics. Mrs. Hart, wife of the late Murray banker,
Drive, Murray,
the cast as well as the audience,"
questions concerning pay, vacation
addition,
university
by
workers.
In
for
whom
regents
and
the
scholarship
from
the
board
of
is
looks
on
named,
mayor and member of the university's
Brockway said. "The melodrama will
benefits and eqiiipintrit;
workers--that
there
Curris
assured
the
right as the president of the Alumni Association, Sid Easley,Murray, presents the scholarship certificate at a recent
be seen several times during the
The other list, from 63 other emwill be no reprisals for persons who
.
campus function.
summer but will premiere at our
ployees in food service, Maintenance
walked or crossed picket lines set up on
Summer Theatre Festival ,to be held
and security areas, also involved pay,
the campus early Tuesday.
Friday, May 26 on the steps of the
vacation benefits and equipment as
Curris told workers Who walked
courthouse."
well as charged of harassment by
picket lines they rnay either take a
supervisors who did not approve of the
vacation day or a day without pay to
Auditions for the children's theatre
union efforts.
." make up for the time they were off the
production of "The Hobbit" are open to
University employees participating
.job.
everyone,- third grade and up. The
in the work stoppage paid $72.50 to one
"The workers feel they have been
tryouts will be held Tuesday, May 16, at
worker who had the tires slashed on her
able to show the university that they
the Public library, at 3:30 p.m. and
car. That worker did not participate in
formed on the man early today and Strie aitrifd-niVidently fell Out of the
Authorities continue their
are serious about their problems and
again at '3f)that same night. The play,
indicatedhis investigation is concar." The car apparently started to
are able to take the necessary actions to the work stoppage. Although Mulligan
vestigation today in connection with the
in twit; acts, needs a cast of over 30
tinuing.
roll, the detective said. He said it apdraw attention to the problems," said, "We don't know who was really
Paris, Tenn., man apa
of
death
characters, including a great wizard,
responsible, but the workers just
car
on
A
detective
own
his
with
Murray
Police
but
by
peared
Strickland
in,
over
tried
to
get
run
parently
Mulligan said.
dwarfs, trolls, goblins, elves, dragon
wanted to pay for the tires."
Department said that from all inwas dragged by the rolling auto.
Cherry Street in Murray Wednesday
Mulligan mentioned," It is nice to be
and a hobbit.
Mulligan also expressed his apover,
dications
Strickland's
own
car
ran
Police
found
a
piece
of
a
seatbelt,
agreement
type
of
night.
able to reach some
prectiation for those, workers from
him.
which the detective said Strickland
• -Many theatre-goers will be familiar
with the university even though our
other unions who honored picket lines
The accident happened in the 400
The man, Billy J. Strickland, 20, 1105
may have grabbed.
with this story," said Lynn Houston,
long range goal is to have the AFSCME
Depot Street, Paris, died at 11:15 p.m. block of Cherry Street between 9:30
chairman of youth productions."This is
employees recognized by the board of during the two day affair.
The car rolled backward but the
Wednesday, at Murray-Calloway p.m. and 10 pm.
the only script authorized by Professor
regents and, the president of the
detective said he was not able to
Comity Hospital of massive injuries to
The-detective said all Indicatioes are
J. R. R. Teiklen, and so remains true to
university."
deterrrune how far.
the lower abdomen, according to that Strickland was driving the car.
the original story of the best selling
"Murray State University Is exMercy Ambulance Service tranCalloway. County Coroner Tommy Apparently he and a passrnger, Denise
book.'
tremely pleased that our employees
sporicci the victim to the hospital at
Walker. •
Ray, 403 Ash St., Murray, were stopped
have decided to return to their jobs,"
In addition to the melodrama, the
about i55 Wednesday evening.
Walker ordered an autopsy per- on a grade with the car in neutral and
said Dr, Richard Gray, vice president
Summer Theatre Festival will feature
for administrative services at Murray
an evening of much enjoyment for
State.
young and old. To be held'on May 26 at
"There decision indicates a
6:30, on the courthouse square, the
willingness to work constructively with
program will include a puppet show by
university officials toward the
By M.C.GARROTT
the Richard Valentine Puppets,
resolution of the problems which have
Some Murray State University
Lester Skunk. The
featuring
been identified."
students did their part to keep the
melodrama will be praaented offering
Gray also reaffirmed that univercafeteria lines flowing in Winslow
the audience a chance to boo, hiss,
sity's willingness to discuss and resolve
Cafeteria despite picket lines set upcheer and throw peanuts.
failed to adopt a resolution is incorrect serve as the basis of an acceptable
By LAWRENCE KNUTSON
problems brought to its attention by
Tuesday by some service employees
because the law permits members to compromise and consequently is
Associated Press Writer
any employee on an individual basis
Other activities will include a
seeking to organize a union.
call for rejection on the floor despite
WASHINGTON — Senior members of
and his willingness to meet with the
Mountain Music Band, as old fashion
Most university employees are On the
stePTIK aside as a negotiator. "I tried
the Senate Foreign Relations Corncommittee inaction.
employees' committee seeking a labor
cake walk, and an auction of a Gibson
job
today after reaching a back-to-work
Sens. William Proxmire, D-Wis. and
mittee say President Carter's promise
contract with the university.
Country Ham and other valuables.
to be a peacemaker and failed," Baker
agreement with university officials
Robert
Dole,
R-Kan.
say
they
are
to
sell
20
extra
warplanes
t,o
Israel
will
"Comlines,
manned
by
apPicket
Drinks, popcorn, hotdogs and
said.
Wednesday.
prepared to call for such resolutions.
munity Theatre T-Shirts will be on sale. not stop a bruising floor fight by critics
During the dinner hour Tuesday,
In
addition
to
sell
Mideast
jet
plane
sale.
the
commitment
to
of
his
proposed
These events are just the beginning.
according to Joe Dyer, food services
Israel the additional planes in the midOn the eve of today's committee vote
"Plans are being made for the entire
director at the university, students,
1980s, the administration promised to
on the issue, Sen. Frank Church, Dsummer," revealed Brockway. "We
One Section — 16 Pages
noticing a reduced Winslow Cafeteria
give sympathetic consideration to
will be selling summer season passes at Idaho, and others said a divisive fight
staff laboring to serve -dinner for an
future Israeli requests for planes.
now is inevitable, in part because the
the Summer Theatre Festival which
A Murray State University instructor has a proposal
estimated 1,800 students, volunteered to
It also issued a series of assurances to
will be for three summer productions." Carter compromise did not produce the
which he says will reform the tax system as we now know
help with the service lines and the
increase
Arabia
consensus once expected.
confidence that Saudi
it. His plan to reform the system appears today in Local
clean-up afterwards.
will never use the planes to attack
Church also said that a close reading
The production schedule lists the
Issues Forum,see the editorial section,Page 5
"A group of our Lady Racer
Israel.
melodrama in late May, "The Hobbit" of arms sale law shows that opponents
basketball players were the first to
The original Carter proposal called
in the last two weeks of June, "The of the sales can kill the deal on the
notice the growing pile, of dirty dishes
for selling 15 F-15s and 75 F-16s to
Thread That Runs So True" in the Senate floor even if the committee
--tund trays and volunteered to help," he
Israel, 80 F-15s to Saudi Arabia and 50
latter part ct July, and.,a third refuses to adopt a disapproval resolusaid, "and others immediately joined
less advanced F-5Es to Egypt.
production to iiiiTn August. There will tion.
them. I would say something like 150
Selling Israel the 20 extra F451$11-To kill the deal — which also includes—
be plenty to do and anyone interested in
offered to help and 30 or 40 were acbring
the
Israeli and Saudi Arabian
working on any or all of the productions sales to Egypt and Saudi Arabia — both
tually used."
15 fleets to 60 each.
12, 13, 14,15
Classifieds
is urged to come by the Public Library the House and the Senate must adopt
Mostly sunny and swami today
Wednesday, only the Winslow CafAlthough
administration officials
12
at 7:30 pin. on May 16 for a production rejection resolutions by May 28.
Comics
with highs in the low to Mid 80s.
teria, the main cafeteria on the camdescribed Carter's compromise as his
Church said the assumption that the
12
meeting or to contact any member of
Crossword
Partly cloudy and mild tonight
pus, was open. The snack bar in the
last, some senators, including Jacob
sale would go forward if the committee
3
Community Theatre.
Dear
Abby
chance of showers or
slight
with
Center, open on Tuesday, was
Student
Javits, R-N.Y., said they hope more
16
Deaths & Funerals
thundershowers by morning.
closed Wednesday as was the snack bar
16
concessions are forthcoming.
Horoscope
.OWS in the 16w to mid 60s. Mostly
in Hart Hall, a men's dormitory in the
He said he believes the ad3
Let's Stay Well .
'
cloudy and warm Friday with
heart of the university's residential
ministration should adjust the sales
Local Scene .
2,1,4
chance of showers and thuncomplei:
•
totaLs to match estimates of defense
Opinion Page dershowers.. Highs in the low to
University —officials had been
melds originally Issued by the Joint
6,7,8
Sports
mid&s
prepared to press supervisory and staff
Chiefs of Staff.
personnel into service Wednesday to
That would mean adding 75 F-16s to
help provide meals for the students
the Israeli sale and subtracting 20 F-15s
holding meal tickets at the cafeteria,
from the plans to be sold to Saudi
fearing many of the regular personnel
Arabia.
would not cross the picket lines. This
Key House opponents of the Carter
additional help was not needed,
deal also said the compromise offer is
however, as a full- complement of
insufficient to allay their fears of a
cafeteria personnel reported for !work
possible Saudi threat to Israeli
as scheduled.
security.
"This is very critical time for our
But Rep. Clement J Zablocki, I)students," salj,-Dr. Frank Julian, vice
Wis., chairman of the House Interpresident for student development,
national Relations Committee, said the
power plants during the United Mine- -"and we are extremely proud of our
KNOXVI.I.E, Teen. (AP) — The
real issue is the proposal arouses so
Worker's coal strike and reduced power cafeteria personnel. They felt it imValley Authority staff today
many emotions that few members want • Tennessee
sales
to the federal nuclear_fUel en- portant that the students, who are in the
in
hike
percent
recommended a 12
to go on -record as voting on it.
richment plants in Oak Ridge, Tenn
midst of their..final exams, to be well
rates for the sevep-state
electric
Sep. Howard H. Baker, R.Tenn., the
and Paducah, Ky. erased the surplus fed and to receive three full meals each
million customers effective
5
2
utility's
Republican leader, had been a prin.
and would leave the utility $8 million in
day.
cipatnegotiator in the process that saw
the
"Although approximately 18 pickets
manager Nat Hughes
power
TVA
the alter compromise become a realThere waino indication whether the
were stationed at various points around
Increase is needed
million
said
the
$85
- ity„aftfr_it was suggested by..foriperboard wnuld-apprOVe the increaSe the building,these people came right on
keep the government-Owned industry
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
',before
Cljairman Aubrey Wagner re- in to wort and to seelhat the Ithdiatta
ylarAgling,
the„tlissal
,ear
• , out of the r„
The Community
COMMUNITY THEATRE DONATION
tirei May 18. leaving one director; S.
were serVed their meals," he went on
WtallOway
three-member
4ipsi.
Freeman,
on
the
1)qvid
la/WW1 •
17
Julian also noted that students were
rates
hiked
utility
the
EVi(how Is a knock-down, dragLast %filly
petrel.
Association. The donation will be matched in part by the Governor's
lined up at the cafeteria at 8:30 an
out fight on this subject and I think
percent TVA officials estimated that
TVA serves most of Tennessee, parts
Wednesday for the breakfast meal, and
Challenge Grant as a part of the theatre group's finance drive. Accepting
there ought to be a way to avoid it," hike would gelid the agency's power
of Alabama, Virginia, Mississippi, that many of theta:
,volunteered their
the check from Pat Mobley (left) president of the Realtor's Association is
Baker said.
program a $113 minim surplus. But
Doran.
North
Carolina
and
Georgia
Glenn
Kentucky,
Harold
co-chairman
needed
services
if
finance
TVA
theatre's
work
on
increased
the
••
But he said he sees nothing that might Hughes said
The second annual Summer Festival
has begun. The Murray-Calloway
County Con'triunity Theatre announced
today that __the .piansjor.it& cemrner
programming are. off the ground.
Auditions for the first two shows are to
be held Monday, May 15, and Tuesday,
May 16.

Investigation Continues Into
Death Of Paris, Term. Man Here

-

Decisive Floor Fight Expected
On Carter's Mideast Jet Sale
inside today

.

sunny

and warm_ -

today's index

TVA Recommends
12 Percent Rate Hike

NISU Students
Do Their Part
During Walkout
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Lathes Luncheon
•
_
Pkuined At Oaks.

FOR THE LATE MITE MOVIE LOVER...
Or Anyone Else:
ENJOY THIS GREAT NOME
RIM SUNUNU IT

"Grey-Eagle"

At The Drive-In
This Weekend

One Gràup

.cord_City"

_ .

1111110a-'MEOW .11.11F "111111111.
,-41111.1111. -00111.receive .the toses and the matter, officer?" Between
Steve Cauthen's Derby win
congratulations from our gags and vomiting, Gene
Prompt Cheers and Rise in
Governor Carroll, prompted 'answered," I've just had 'a
.Blood Pressure...
my cheers and rise in blood baby." The two officers looked
at each other and then their
pressure.
Steve-in all interviews and car pulled alongside the
pictures has shown modesty', station wagon looked inside
poise,
security and ap-. and concluded that I was the
Kentucky.
Watching the
predation for his talent his grandmother and the soldier's
Derby Saturday was thrilling
story was correct. When Gene
parents and family.
and 'Thrilling" is an under
Teenagers never cease to be was recovered sufficiently we
statement. Just to see 18-year
old Steve _Cauthen guide Af- my-chief love. Working with started home again, the offirmed through\lhe herd, them about half of my life has ficers trailing us. Then the
been a challenge. Seeing them second attack of sickness with
across the finish line, then
into the Winner's Circle and grow into maturity and the officers remaining near.
become responsible citizens is They, saw us safely home.
my reward.
At terne and after a scant
The Derby has provided an
annual get-to-gether of friends breakfast we realized that this
for a long time. This year's was a special slay in more
event seemed to tie me anew ways than one. It was Derby
to another Derby day-that of Day and another occasion to
:
414*
s• b
3i6,40k 111411V40*.
M or
LA :3 hours before session, Gene's officers, and
Swaps won the roses at wives and a lei, other friends
Churchill -Downs, my' first io'ere invited to come for the
grandchild and only grandson, celebration of his becoming a
George David Landolt was father and to. watch the
born inthe military hospital in Kentucky Derby. These guests
Ft. Bragg, N. C. The were not Kentuckians and
preparations and waiting .for knew little about the Derby
his arrival had been foremost but they soon were -enjoying
in the Landoll and Hart family the refreshment including the
interest. I had been there a traditional mint julep. A pool
month before the expected was formed and names of the
birth and was beginning to be Derby entires were drawn.
In spite of the poor TV
homesick, when the expected
reception, the guests became
day arrived.
-After the --Mb - and Dr. excited as the announcer
Pace, the Post's obstetrician began his chant preceding the
had assured us that Lochie starting of the race, and the
a-Y-'arid tVe -VaVY- were 'horses were lif the pod. Then
alright, Daddy Gene and when "My Old Kentucky
Grandmother Lochie started Home',came clear and sweet
home-an apartment on the through the speaker, they
gave whole attention. It seems
Post.
Both Botha
No sleep the night before, no that that song is known and
food, the waiting room ex- -.loved throughout the world..
PG
Fitting the day and the
perience and the arrival of
George David, caused a occasion, It seemed right that
reaction on the new father. the father of the little boy held
Just as the sun rose over-the the name of the winning horse.
An appropriately Saturreddist sandy tury of Ft. Brag
-.we headed home. The Ram- day's Derby marked the week
bler station wagon came to a of the final exams for the once
halt on the side of the street little boy who is graduating
and Gene rushed to the rear of from Vanderbilt next week.
the car to rid himself of inside Grandmother will be there to
collections. Just at his sickest. watch him march across the
other
with
a military police car halted platform
near him. One of the officers graduates. It's no wonder that
observing_ his. condition, Derby Day ties in with my life
inquired," "What seems to be and-happiness.

The neaten of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, May 17, at twelve
noon with Julie Bell, phone
753-2206, and Peggy Noel,
phone 753-6648, as chairmen of
the hostesses.
lieservations should be
made by early Tuesday by
calling either Mrs. Bell or
Mrs. Noel.
Other hostesses will be Jan
Witham, Donna Johnson,
Patsy Humphrey, Margaret
Odle, Jackie Wray, Mary
Wells, Sarah Hulick, Melba
Hatcher, Jean Ann Outland,
Delma Trotter, Debbie
Branch, Mary J. Lovett, Doris
Williams, Edwards, Dorothy
Harris, Sandy Fulton, Grace
SECRETARY HONORED — Helen Doron, right, secretary
James, and Glenda Newsome.
Calloway Elementary School, was
Golf will be played at nine'of the Southwest
during National Secretary Week
faculty
the
honored
by
a.m. with Virginia Jones as
asittws -presented hostess, and bridge will be at Refreshments were serveda
with
Ruth Calhoun; left,
faculty
the
from
Doron
Mrs.
nine a.m. with Jean Ann
making the presentation.
Outland as hostess.

Lingerie

DEAR ABE
are plinth*
We are botl
married brotl
town. Does t/
whenever he
Do you think I
did when he I
married with
outsider here
This is cau
opinion. We s

DEAR KID
should) be de
any misunder
your brother'
entails.

CONFIDE?
N.Y.: You bl
chances. The t
• quarrel.

Who said tl
new booklet
Abby: 132 Lal
$1 and a long,
please.
Thursday,- May 11
FRIDAY, MAY 12
Murray
High
School
Art exhibit and open house
Choruses will present its at Murray High art
departsprit% concert at the Murray ment will be from 8:30
a.m. to
High gym at seven,p. rh. The 3:00 p.m. The public
is invited.
public is invited.'
- Thursday, May 11
North pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m. at the home of
Mary Kathryn Cain with
Rebecca Irvan to review the
book,"Tramp For The Lord."
Welcome Wagon Club will
have an auction sale. open to
the public'. at 7:30 p. m at the
First Christian
Church
basement.

Values To '38.00

Dresses
Values To '12.00

Spring Tops!•Jo.$4°°
-Values To 16.0'

Values To '21.00

DEAR AB
and I startfici
and I would s
back It was
once in a whil
was overdoir
I said I tho
we get back i
want to quit.
haven't gone
worried abou
I know ha 1
between the

DEAR HOl
the same reas
self-confidenc
is a game
relationship b
player can um

One Rock

One Rack

Lovey
Each

DEAR WE
wate„,,tn have
in the fire. TI
friendship wi
switches. Th4
more of othei
mates they a
DEAR ABI
people who p
I have had
women. They

-Sportswear
Sportswear
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Saturday. May 13
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven.p. m. at the church with
the program by the Puppeteers of Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
-

Just the thing for resort, beach, bath or spa... a long cooling
sweep of soft
loop terry. ,. with lush Rain forest greenery in an ascending
or descending*
concentration of colorful border pattern. Short sleeves flutter in the
breeze...
the neckline is open for more sun exposure... and the front
zips close for
quick, easy donning. An extraordinary fashion value!
$20 00
Color. White with multi greens
One Size

Romemt

0

Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter. of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the home of Corine
McNutt, 712 Main Street, at
1:30 p. m:'

Kentucky Lake Sailing Club
trove 6126 Woodmemof tile will open its Governor's Cup
World will meet at the Murray Regatta at eight a. m. at the
Woman's Llubliause.at,si. p,-- -Pew sailing club iocated north
m.
of Kenlake State Park campgrounds
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal. Arch-Mmrsons. will meet
Commissioning ceremony of
at 7:30 p. m. at the club houw. ROTC cadets will be in Room
228, Stewart Stadium, MSU,at
Friday, May 12
eight a. m.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Esco
Murray State University
Gunter at 1:30 p. m.
graduation ceremonies will
begin at ten a. m. in the
Grill Out will be held at the University Fieldhouse.
Oaks Country Club at 6:30 p.
m. Each one is.to bring steak
and-rest-will be furnished.
•
------Shopping for Senior Citizen
will be held at 9:30 a. m. and
one p. m. Call 753-0929 for
transportation by nine a. rn.and 11:30 a.m.

-Ha

Open
Iii
6:00
Daily

Recognition cetemony for
Murray State's graduating
seniors in nursing will be held
. in the auditorium of the Student Center at seven p. in.
Familie5 and friends.
invited.

We
delicic

hestntii

•
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UP UP Se
•
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Let's Stay Well

To Marry In July

Teen-Ager's Bleeding Gums
Need Professional Care

k.4611,
By Abigail Van Buren

4 Mrs. P.N. expresses
concern that her teen-age
son has recently been experiencing repeated
bleeding from his gums.
She admits that he may
not have been regular and
persistent in brushing his
teeth. When he does so
now, the gums ooze a moderate amount of blood, and
they have a reddish, swollen look at their margin
where they reach the
teeth.
A: At puberty, the gums
often have an exaggerated
response to irritation.
Teen-agers often fail to
carry' out 'adequate, routim, oral- hygiene sr)
dental plaque builds up.
Calcium deposits in the
plaque at and under the
•
..nn can beofnnilonuwcedirbry
i a

Lovey-D.ovey With
Each Other's Mates

t, secretary
•hool, was
tar)' Week.
lhoun; left,

soft
ling
e...
for

1.00

By FJ L Blasuigame. M.D.

DEAR ABBY: It all started eight nonths ago when Ron
and I started running around with Lynn and Dave. Dave
and I would sit in the front and Lynn and Ron would sit in
back. It was all in fun. We'd bold hands and hug and kiss
-once in a while. I sort of liked it at first, then I noticed Ron
was overdoing it with Lynn.
I said I thought the whole idea was silly and suggested
we get back with our own mates, but Ron and Lynn didn't
want to quit. What do I do now. I am sure Lynn and Ron
haven't gone any further than hugging and kissing, but I'm
worried about where it might lead. I love my husband and
L know be loves me Thera Are 5 peaschoot_cialar.,,,,
between the two families. What should I do?
RON'S WIFE

Mis.s Leah

Beth Vce
and Gar'L. Evans

- Mr. and Mrs. James Vance of Alm°, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Leah Beth, to Garry L. Evans, sorrel Mrs. Juanitkvans and
DEAR WIFE: I don't have to tell you how foolish you
limey/ have started this dangerous gasais-•-swiestbe hit hr niatalaC3at1iansisamet,iltgjagney,
in the fire. Tell Ron that if you are going to continue the
A 1975 graduate of Calloway County High School, Miss Vance
friendship with Lynn and Dave, there will be no more
is now a junior at Murray State University and employed in the tdeeper
l
infection (gingivswitches. Then gradually see less and less of them, and
Child Studies Department. She is the grandaughter of Mrs. itisi It attacks the
more of other couples -wha are, content to stick with the
Melissa Hooks and the late Stanton Hooks,and the late Mr. and
softiue
initially and later
mates they married.
Mrs. Clancy Vance, all of Murray.
of
--- The groom-to-be, a 1973 graduate of Murray High Schooi,Ts-IllaY
he bOeek41.1e—abs°rPtimt
neand loosening of
DEAR ABBY: Golf is a great sport, but why do so many
presently.attending Murray State University and is employed the teeth. Such loosening is
people who play the game cheat?
Fisher Price Toys. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Riley more common in adults
at
I have had the same sad experience with both men and
and a principal reason for
Peeler and the late Mr. and Mrs. Bud Evans, all of Murray.
women. They lie through their teeth about their scores.
at
July,
1
Saturday,
losing
exchanged
on
teeth.
will
be
vows
Thesiodding
HONEST GOLFER
he diet. of teen-agers is
6:30 p.m. at the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ. A retepusually high in sugar and
DEAR HONEST: People lie about their golf scores for
tion will follow the ceremony.
the same reason they lie about anything else. They lack the
All friends and relatives of the bridal couple are invited to at- starches. These encourage
bacterial growth in the plaself-confidence and security to tell the truth. And since golf
tend.
que and may lead to cavity
is a game involving an exclusive and confidential
relationship between the player and the_ troll, the cheating_
formation in the teeth.- .
player can usually get away with if.
• •
If the teeth are out of
ss
position ( malocclusion),
DEAR ABBY: Please answer this soon as Morn and Dad
trauma can result from the
— are planning a trip and "we kids Will be -alone.
teeth striking together imWe are both young adults. My parents have asked our
Over 80 students , faculty, American Home Economics properly and .cpuse irritamarried brother to "look in on us" while they're out of
American tion to the gum's.
town. Does that give my brother the right to barge in and friends attended a Association,
For these and other reawhenever he feels like it without giving us any warning? retirement tea Saturday, May Council of Consumer Affairs,
Do you think he should have a key to our house just like he 7, in honor of Frances E. Phi Upsilon Omicron, Kappa sons. I urge you to have
did when he lived here? Doesn't the fact that he is now Brown, associate professor of Delta Pi, the Murray State your son see-- a - dentist
married with a house of his own make him somewhat of an home economics at Murray. Women's Society, and the promptly to see if oral
hygiene and thalocclusion
outsider here?
Murray Woman's Club.
are causing the gum bleedThis is causing a terrible fight. We would like /Our State University.
Following her retirement, ing. If so, he.can clean the
Held at the university's
opinion. We are two girls, 18 and 19.
_nouse.
-management,
Missrown plans -to live -in- —teeth -and-- advise- about
home
CANAAN
. US KIDS-IN-NEW
•
where Miss Brown served as Murray. She also plans to home care. (He may be
able to _impress upon your
DEAR KIDS: What "rights" your brother has. can (and advisor for 17 years, the tea travel
Special guests at Saturday's
should) be clearly defined by your parents. And -to avoid was hosted by current advisor
any misunderstanding, your parents should tell you in Laura Todd and home tea included university
your brother's presence exactly what "looking in on" management students.
president Dr. Constantine W.
entails.
The home economics faculty Currisand past president Dr.
and staff presented Miss Harry Sparks; Dr. Hugh
CONFIDENTIAL TO BLEW MY TOP IN HORNELL,
Brown with an engraved -Oakley, former dean of the
N.Y.: You blew more than your'top. You blew your
The home of Mrs. George
chances. The test of a man's breeding is how he behaves in silver tray. A silver thimble College of Industry and
and
Miss Shoemaker was the scene of
was presented by the mem- Technology;
• a quarrel.
bers of Kappa Omicron Phi, Brown's sister and brother-in- the meeting of the Dorothy
home economics honor law, Dr. and Mrs. Merle Group of the First Baptist
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Althy's
Church WMU held on
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write society, of which Miss Brown - rarter of Lexington.
Tuesday,
May 2, at 10:30a. m.
has
served
I's
co-sponsor;.
A
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr.., Beverly Wills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
Mrs. George Gray, chair$1 and a long, stamped (24 cents), self-addressed envelope. notebook of congratulatory
man, presided and gave the
letters from friends and
please.
program on "Study of
alumni was also presented
MILLIKEN BOY
Indonesia "
Miss Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ray
Refreshments were served
Selected to receive the 1978 Milliken
of 170 Riviera Courts, by Mrs.
Shoemaker to
Distinguished Professor
Murray, are the parents of a Mesdames
Gray, Carlos
Award, Miss Brown joined the
baby boy, Donald Brian, Jones, H.
I.. Oakley, G. M.
university 'faculty in 1948.
weighing six pounds eleven Knight,
Eugene Tarry, Hugh
While at Murray State, she ounces, measuring 19's
inhas worked with several ches, born on Sunday, April16, Noffsinger, and Homer Miller.
university committees and at 1:06 a.m.
at the Murrayseved as acting chairman of Callaway County
Hospital.
the Department of Home
••
They have one daughter,
Economics in 1954-55.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Djana, age five. The father is
Specializing in .housing,
Smith of Murray has
Leon
employed at the General Tire
Remember Mom on Mother's Day with
dismissed from Lourdes
equipment. family economics,
been
and
Rubber
Company,
and consumer problems, Miss
Hospital, Paducah.
a plant from FANCY PLANTS
Mayfield.
Brown earned the B. S. and M.
Grandparents are Mr. and PATIENTS AT MAYFIELD
S. degrees at the University of
Mrs. E. A. Terrell, Jr., and
Deana M. Bennett and
Kentucky.
Mrs. Lenetta Milliken, all of Gregory Bennett of Murray
p•-Macrame Hangers
She holds memberships in
Mayfield. A great grand- were dismissed April 16 from
Home
the
Kentucky
mother is Mrs. C. E. Browning the Community Hospital,
Pots
Economics Association, of
Mayfield.
Mayfield.
Hanging Plants(all sires)
A

son the many benefits- of
his caring for his mouth.)
Also, he may have to suggest correction of any poor
positioning of the teeth.
The sooner such is corrected, the better.
It's of great importance

•

to be sure that the bleeding
is not from some systemic
disease. Your son may
have to see a physician for
a general examination and
a blood count. Sometimes
medicines cause the gums
to swell and bleed, in case

your son is on any regular
medication. Vitamin C deficiency is rarely a cause
these days if one is on an
adequate diet.
Don't try home remedies. Get a professional'shelp and follow his advice.

Corsage Making Day.
Sat., Ma
Show Mom
11• to 5 She's Special
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Silk Irises
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(Free
Delivery
In
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-Come in and see our
new Pappagallo shiies!

Dixieland Center 753-9668

11.
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SamrnorieBa
Chestnut St

•

753-5434

Order in Advance
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The newest jewelry fashion
item.. the fasten-ette.
For the scarf,the wrap dress,
tbailapel jacket,the cellar

.1 -

Os

4-110.0r choose the ei'verpopular stick-pin in every
imaginable style. 2.111.
1040. She'll love it!

SHOES in Murray!
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- WRING, we're abstaitety biseraIng talk
fresh new Pagans** tripes in a country
garden vanett anti Mors Step into Spring
at Aright t the thop for Itippagalre.
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PAGE S THE
were used.
The hostesses'gift to the
honoree was a copper kettle.
Fifty-five guests called during
the afternoon.

May Bride-elect Honored With Tea At Lilly Home

"Shiesfor the Fashionable Professional"
lien X- 11 omen

Featuring
of California. Tiffiay, hiitenefie
k:, U/1%. 11 hate Sown. Creq.• -oho) include:
Uam

DOCTORS
NURSES
DENTISTS
BEAUTICIANS
BARBERS
WAITRESSES
. ----INTERNS
MAIDS
- VOLUNTEER
LAB
WORKERS
TECHNICIANS
ALL SIZES
----WM 40-52
.3-P5 Jr Petitie5
10-20 rolls

Uniform Accessories 8 Shoes
OPEN cl•3a5'W P At tercAckry itArogFr Powder
523 BROADWAY
Downtown Poducoh, Ky

The Shoe Shack

Another delightful courtesyextended to Miss Rhonda Jane
Garland, May 13th bride-elect
of Dr. Joseph Edward Johnson, was the tea, held on
Saturday, April 29, from two
to four p.m. at the lovely home
of Mrs. G. T. Lilly.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Lilly, Mrs. Herman Ellis, Mrs.
Frank Fitch, and Miss Krista
Kennedy, who were assisted
by Mrs. Keith Kennedy and
Mrs. Rick Orr.
• Miss Garland chose to wear
for the occasion a powder blue
dress with a hostesses'gift

corsage of white carnations.
Her tnother, Mrs. Eurie
Garland,also had a corsage of
white carnations.
The guests were greeted in
the foyer by Mrs. Lilly who
asked them to sign the
register at the table centered
with an arrangement of lilies
of the valley, before' greeting
the honoree and her mother
in the living room.
The beautifulfY* appointed
tea table was centered with a
spring bouquet in a silver
bowl. Assorted canapes,
dainty cookies, cheese balls,

crackers, Cokes, and punch
were served. Airangements of

narcissuses,
valley, and

Fl

'- GoodFor^
$100.0if

Miss Regina Cook, bride'. -and wedding bell. Punch, cake
elect of Mike Stephenson, was tiu-b1;and mints were served.
honoree _with a GE king-size
toast-r-oven.--Nhiety persons
called or sent gifts during the
taw-,ptil...14

ot0

A

CHILDRENS CORNER COUPON — CHILDRENS CORNIER COUPON

,Miss Regina Cook Honored
With Tea At Hazel Church
bridal tea held on Saturday,
April 22, inthe tellO01iip hail
of the Hazel Baptist Church.
The bustestas. . WI • tkiti
prenuptial
event
were
Mesdames Joe Adams, J. B.
Dover, Bill Forres, Linda
Harding, Hoyt McClure, Cy
Miller, Gene Miller, and John
White.
For the bridal ocCasion th
honoree chose to wear ,
quiana mint green dress am
was presented a corsage (J
white carnations.
Receiving the guests with
Miss Cook were her mother,
Mrs. Bob Cook, and the groonelect's mother, Mrs. Charles
Stephenson, the honoree's
,sister, Mrs. Paula -Duncan,
and the groom-elect's sister,
Mrs. Ricky Burkeen.
Miss Theresa Dover invited
the _guests to register in the
bridal book. Background
music Was provided by Mrs.
John White.
An arrangement of white
pompoms with apricot ribbon
centered the tea table covered
with a white cloth gathered at
the corners with love knots

LOCAl

ezes

Any Boystnit-Shirt
At Chilldrens Corner
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•Local Women
At Convention
The Mid-South District of
the
Lutheran
Women's
Missionary League will hold
its biennial convention May 11
and 12 in Little Rock,
Arkansas:
,
Delegates from women's
societies
in
Lutheran:
congregationsin Arkansas,
Tennessee, and south western
Kentucky will be in__ert-tendance.
Delegates f
the women's
manuel Lutheran
society
Clurfch will' be Sarah Fffizer
and Dolly Lorenz. Also Marian
Brockhoff will attend as a
member of the Mid-South
Board of Directors.
•

Carolyn CctIcitveU Is
Golf Medalist, Oaks
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Carolyn Caldwell was the
medalist for the ladies day
golf held at the Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday, according to Ginny Hopkins, golf
hostess.
Other named were Wanda.
Brown, second low; Essie
Caldwell, third low; Murrelle
Walker, low putts; Ada Sue
Roberts, most putts; Ginny
Hopkins, most fun; Betty
Sheppard, high on No,.. 10.
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The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church met
April 17 in the home of Pat
Dalton, for a "Tacky Party",
Games were played and a
good time of fellowship was
held.
Pat Dalton and Betty
Gentry served refestunants to
the following members: Ruth
Warren, Leta Rutland, Jar
Willoughby, Gladys
Williamson, Patsy Neale,
Mildred Harrison, Carolyn
Carroll, Linda Cdoper, Linda
Roach, Mary Turner, and
Kathryn Starks.
The next meeting will be pn
May .16 at the lake home of
Mary Turner.

Shippinp tomatoes it low
temperitura does not keep
them longer, but makes
them ripen prematurely
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By PH1141P DEAVER
Murray State University
We are going to organize a tax revolt
— you and!. Don't say no; we can do it.
We can do it because almost everyone
knows that there isn't a single
American liberal or conservative
rationale for the tax system we
currently have.
Ironically, my proposal is that we
elect congressional candidates who will
vote for keeping the tax system just as
it is! Freeze it. Make an amendment to
the constitution: the taxy system, for
better or worse, will never change. It
will never get better, but it will never
get worse. Taxes will never again go
down; but they'll never go up.
It is a logical proposal. For several
aberietatiosts,- ta.s., %tot metr. hase
tinkered with the system We have-all
been interested in tax reform for years
because we all want taxes to go down.
i(iginally, tax reform and "tax cut"
meant the same thing. Now they don't.
We've had lots of reform. But taxes
have been going up by leaps and
bounds.
For those of you who prefer graphs,
picture in your mind the year 1914 and
label it "the beginning"; now draw a
slightly jagged line upward at an 80
degree angle. Make the line 45 feet long,
approximately as tall as a mature
silver maple. Label the end of that line
"1978: the present."
Last year, paying the gove
tax
bill of $486.4 billion,
rn cans spent
more on gove
than they spent
totally on c
mg, housing, and food.
Twelv
rcent of the national income
weIpaid in taxes in 1929: Now la percent of the national income goes to the
government.
Consider also the government's weird
attitude toward that thing_ called a
"cost of living" raise. In theory, "cost
of living" increases do not help you gain
ground; they just keep you from losing
ground due to inflation. But,, the
government treats that inflationary
raise of yours as new taxable income.
Big government says you are earning
more and therefore you owe more in
taxes.
We have the same problem with real
estate. Much of the supposed rise in the
value of your home is pure inflation,
face it. But if you sell, you pay a capital
gains tax on the house, Just as if you had
made a real killing on it!
Government is generating revenues
from inflation. Maybe that's why biggovernment "experts" don't seem to be
able to get inflation under control.
Well-, friends, I'M not an economist,
but I know a stampede when I see one.
And I know that if Patrick Henry Or
John Adams could take a look at the tax
structure today, tomorrow morning
Boston Harbor would taste like Upton's
and the IRS would be staring down the
king barrel of a minuteman's musket!
This isn't what Jefferson had in mind.
Pm not accusing anyone in particular

•

•

•

Looking Back

A Proposal.
FreezeTax System

Jimmy's White House

•
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of malice. This is just the way
bureaucracies are: they will grow and
grow andiry in the process to convince
you that it is your patriotic duty to let
them grow. It is a natural phenomenon.
There is only one way to stop it. Draw
the line. Say "This is it." Taxes will
neVer go down; but they'll never go up.
We have reached the limit.
The current tax law is confusing, but
it cannot be simplified. Too many
special interests are clawing for advantages.
The current tax law is oppressive, but
it can get more oppressive; and
historically it always has — from the
very beginningDo we have a philosophy of taxation?
Government experts aren't sure if.
taxes are for generating revenue for
government" rinctirdtrig public service,
jet planes for governors or three
martini lunches), for redistributing the
wealth, or for penalizing people who
drink or smoke too much. We end up
paying for all of the above. It won't get
better, but it can get worse — always
has.
Freeze it. Put the present
structure in concrete. If the
MIMS
we get in the mail wer
fly the
same for fifteen
even I 'Would
begin to
tand them. It would
ye my attitude, I'll tell
t.
Government can't kick either. If all
things stayed the same, they would get.
their $486.4 billion next year, same at
last. Many industrial and fun-loving
governments could get along just fine
on $486 billion a year. And if it would
mean some governmental --belttightening, that would just be a taste of
the reality all Americans are experiencing.
Think of the effect on industry and
private business and on the national
mood if it were suddenly announced
that taxes would never go up again
Planning could improve. I'm betting
employment would go up and inflation
go down. There would probably be
dancing in the streets!
. Some people may think it UnAmerican to tell the government that
enough is enough. Actually, it is UnAmerican not to talk back to our
leaders when we are fed up; they
represent us.
Well, patriots. What do you think? Do
we have a populist issue, and do we
begin a crusade — right here and now?
Or do we do what we've been doing
since 1914: raise our hands and let them
take economic freedom from us with
only a cooperative and lethargic
grumble?
If you agree with the above argument
and wish to take action, write you
congressman and ask: a ) how much
longer will taxes keep going up, and; b
precisely who is serving whom in this
democracy?
If you disagree, send an informed
counter argument to this newspaper!
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

Army Specialist Four
Dale
M. Garland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Garland, is serving with a Maintenance.
Support Company near Long Benh,
Vietnam.
Kelley E. Bennett, son of Mrs. Helen:
Bennett, was promoted to Army captain during ceremonies in Duncanville<
Texas, recently.
"
1Deaths reported
de Sam:
Musgrove, age 63.
•
Luther R
n, manager of the:
MurraWholesale Grocery Company,:
,
been named as director of the
nited States Wholesale Grocers'
Association, Inc., at the annual meeting
held at Washington, D.C.
New officers of the Hazel School
Parent-Teacher Association are Gerald
Coles, Coy Garrett, Mrs. Bert Dover,
and Mrs. Carolyn Byers.

20 Years go

"Good luck; kid-!"

Band Boosters Appeciate Help

Leona Lawrence was valedictorian:.
and Jean Frances Parker was:
5a1u4t009,11 of .tke. 14411
.ctatti iff Wfrkiey `iitgfr School. Dr;
Robert Martin, state superintendent of
public instruction, Frankfort, was the
commencement speaker on May 9. •
The directors of the Calloway County-.
Heart Society presented the Murray
Hospital with a check for $1,000 to be
credited to accounts of indigent heart:
disease patients who are residents of:
Calloway County. These funds from
Calloway Countains who subscribed to
the United Fund Drive of 1958.
Anita McDougal and David Colley,
senior at Murray Training School, will
be featured soloists when the MTh
orchestra will present its spring concert o
s.n
Tolley will direct the
junior and senior choruses of Murray
High School in the spring concert on
May 11 at the school auditorium.
Births reported inekide a girl, Peggy
Lee, to Mi. and Mrs. Ted. M. Potts on
May 4..
•

•
Dear Editor: _
tucky All-State Band and Orchestra at the largest
number from any band in
On behalf of -the Murray Band
the Kentucky Music Educators the
District. This is one of the first
opthis
take
'Boosters, I would like to
Association Convention in Lexington. attempts ih several
years at having a
portunity to thank our fine community
At the same convention our entire
excombined concert and should prove to
support
for
an
continued
their
for
Middle School Eighth Grade Band was
be very entertaining:'
celent band program throughout this
invited to perform for this group of
The accomplishments of our students
splendid
support
school year. With the
music educators. This fine unit of young
and Band Directors have been far too
and encouragement of the community,
bandspersons again this year captured
numerous to mention. I have only listed
our bands have been able to perform on
first-place in the recent Fish' Fry
some of the highlights of the year.
the local, state and National level. We Parade in
Paris, Tenn. In the same
The Murray Band Boosters would
trust that our bands have generally
parade our Seventh Grade Band cap- 30again like to say _"Thank You" to the
represented our schools and com- tured
third place.
community,
munity with pride, dignity, courtesy
administration, band
The Nashville, Chattanooga, and St.
The Murray Middle School -had 25
directors, and parents for their won- Lois Rallwa_y resumed normal
and enthusiasm.
members selected to perforniln Junior
derful cooperation this year: May we
The Murray High Bands have
operation shortly after noon today,
High School All-District Band Concert
continue our program with pride,
completed a highly successful year in
according to E. G. Adcock, local freight
which will be held this Saturday night, • dignity,
courtesy and enthusiasm.
which they won the State Marching
manager, who said he.was notified the
May 13 at 7:00 p.m. in the Lovett
Sincerely,
Band Contest of Champions, Mid-South
embargo had been lifter after
Auditorium. This concert will be
Martha Crafton, Secretary
Championship, National Marching
negotations between the company and
billowed by the All-District High School
Murray Band Boosters
Band of America Championship as well Band
the union.
Concert with 40 members from
as numerous superior awards in the our
Deaths reported include Mrs. B. V.
own Murray High School Band —
marching band, symphonic band,
.Pullen,-age 26.
concert band and stage-jazz band
Mrs. Agatha Wilcox was recognized
competition.
as the oldest mother present and Mrs.
In December, the Murray High Stage
Kate Eldridge as the youngest mother
Jazz Band was honored by being the
present by the Rev. J. H. Miller at,
only high school jazz band selected to
Dear Editor:
services at the- Locust Grove Baptist
perform at the Mid-West National Band
We wish to express our sincere ap- Church on Mother Day.
and Orchestra Clinic in Chicago. Upon
preciation to the Murray Optimist Club
Miss Velma McClure, daughter of
their return to Murray, the stage band
for their donation of $1,000 to the three
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClure, and
Dear Editor:
and directors repacked the joined other
Boy Scout Troops in Murray. These
Bernice Wisehart, son of Mr. and Mrs.
I would like to voice a bystanders
members of the marching band far
funds
were
H.
raised
P. Wisehart, were married May 4 at
during
the
Club's
opinioa concerning the squabble bettheir trip to Orlando and Miami for the
recent Popcorn Bonanza.
the home to the bride's pirents.
ween our city and the Department of
Orange Bowl festivities. In Orlando, the
We salute this organization of hard
Mrs. Bunn Swarm installed the new
Fish and Wildlife, centering around the
Murray Band performed as guest band
working men who give up much of their
officers of the Lynn Grove High School
so called "Fish Kill" in Clarks River.
in the Disney World Parade, and in
spare time for charitable causes. The
Parent-Teacher Association at the
Having read the accounts of the trial
Miami they performed in the Great
Murray Optimist Club raises some
meeting held on May 5. They are Mrs.
in this paper and an editorial in our
Bands of the Orange Bowl Festival and
$8,000
Prentice
each
Beaman, Mrs. Marvin Parks,
through
year
various
money
neighboring Paducah Sun, it would
the Orange Bowl Parade.
making projects and donates this
Mrs. James Fain, and Mrs. Truman
seem almost everyone is shocked that
In April, seven members of our
money to various groups within the
Young.
our precious tax dollars should be spent
Murray High Band were honored by
community.
for anything as worthless as a few fish.
being selected to perform n the KenThe City of Murtay is fortunate to
The facts are, the sewage did go in
s
have such a fine civic organization as
the river, the fish were killed as a
the Murray Optimist Club.
result, and no one was actually at fault
"As it was in the days of Noah, so
I personally know most of the emshall it be also in the days of the
Respectfully,
Son of man." Lyjce )7:26
ployees Of the Murray System and know
0. B. Boone, Jr.
Jesus clearly states that the -days
them to be very competent, with good
Scoutmaster, Troop 77
prior to His return will equal in deequipment to work with. But
Larry Doyle
pravity the days prior to the flood.
mechanical mechanisms to fail, and as
Dear Editor,
Scoutmaster, Troop 13
looking at our social mores, can His
I would like to respond to Mr. Mattis' in this case, the result is a situation
James G. Weatherly
return be far away?
contention that going wet would be good when all agencys should work together
Scoutmaster, Troop 45
business for Murray. We have just been to rectify the damage.
I would respectfully like to commend
to which Senate and House members
in the area for about a year, having
were invited.
moved from a resort area of Michigan. Judge Lassiter and the Jury for their
Our old town made this decision many vercfict.,1 feel it is a fair solution to an
Bernard Shaw's advice to a young
years ago. .I spent 28 years in kical unfortunate incident.
Press secretary Jody Powell says he
•
woman
suggested that she could bestToday is Thursday, May I1; the 131st
may do some reorganizing of his staff to
government in that community,four as
As to the snickering I have
provide for herself if she could be good__,
day
of
.1978.
There
are
234
days
left
in- Mayor. Speaking from those years of heard about the value placed on carp,
better serve Carter and the public.
to some man who could afford to be
the year.
experience let me assure you that your mudcats, perch, etc., .it personally
Sometimes the publicity mill
good to her — more support for the idea
Today's
highlight
in
history:
cost of government will rise brought back many memories of years
operated by Powell does indeed move
that
it is best to fall in love with
On this date in 1943, American forces
significantly. As it becomes more gone by, as a boy, sitting on the bank of
at a leisurely pace. This week, for
somebody who is rich.
landed
on
Attu
Island
in
the
Aleutians.
Convienent to buy consumption will that same dirty old river and trying
example, it churned out an anh was the first American territory re-s
increase, bring up the cost of police, desperately to outwit some of those
nouncement of names of the U.S.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
gained from Japan in World War II.
court and jail.
delegation to the 31st World Health
wofthiess critters with a cane pole and
On this date:
4 As a service to -our readers, The
With this will come a greater number rusty hook.
Assembly in Geneva.
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
In
1507,
France
annexed
the
Italian
of accidents and the attendent hospital
I believe anytime money is spent to
Unfortunately, the announcement
periodically publishes the addresses
city
of
Genoa.
and
repair
came a week after the Geneva sessions
costs. As time goes on social protect our natural-assets, it is an inof the state and federal elected
In 1674, Peter Stuyvesant became
costs will also increase, and there will vestment in our country's future. .
began and one day before the return to
representatives serving our area. governor
of
New
Amsterdam.
be
a good deal more clean-up costs. The
One last word to those who will
Washington of the delegation leader,
FEDERAL
LEVEL In
1858;
Minnesota
was
admitted to
important thing about these costs is disagree with me, Yes, I do make my
HEW Secretary Joseph A. Califano, Jr.
. Any senator Or representative
the Union as the 32nd state.
that they will be paid by all and not just living in the fishing industry.
may be reached -through the
In 1867, the Treaty of London was
by those who cause them.
Respectfully submitted to both
Mrs. Carter has a press office of her
congressional switchboard. 202-224signed
guaranteeing
neutrality
to
As
for
local control,theonly control a parties.
own and here, verbatim, is In an3121.
•
'
Luxembourg and the wtdrawal of
local community really has is the basic
nouncement it issued for Weffesday:
Fred Gardner
Here are the mailing addresses:
Prussian
troops.
one
of
whether to be wet or dry. After
"In conjunction with Heartworrn
Route 3
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
In 1949, Israel was admitted 30_11)e
you've got it all you'll be doing is serPrevention Week, the Carter's (sic)
Murray, Ky.
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
United
Nations.
vicing
it. As for taking a license away
dog, Grits, will have his picture taken
.1). C. 20510
In 1972, Ireland voted overas a means of control, this is one of the
on the South Lawn."
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
whelmingly
in
favor
of
joining
the
most difficult and bruising political
Dirksen Building
4107
European
Common
Market.
exercises around. Once a tot of money
Ledger & Times
.0 2(15
years ago' lialed-upcarniminists
is invested it *A tk _the.caniel- with-its
Mutilay
Field
753-1852
Office,
continued
to
fight
in
a southern suburb
-'Waiter I.-Ap-persan :1leade tent, mighty hard to get out.
-1411110W
Rep.('an-all Hubbarddr.
of
Saigon
although
Ftor
R tlene MrCutcheoa
U.S.
planes
had
For
us moving down here was for a
The Murray Ledger & Times Ls published
204 Cannon House OffiTe Bldg.
pulverized half a square mile in the
business- reasen, but finding ,it a dry
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, ChnstWashington, D. C.205,15
area.
17113 hay, New Year Day anATIumkagiving by
area
was a wonderful suprise, there is
LEVEL
STATE
Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St
Five
years
ago:
The White House
something different about the general
Mu4ray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
legislators ma y J:esiched
State
said the United States would ,continue
Murray, Ky 42071
atmosphere here that is so refreshing.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In
in
served by
Erinkfort_when
the General
b6mbing
in
Camabodia although the
We love it, and I suspect that if you
cullers. $kso per month, payable In advance.
AssefriblY
Ossion by dialing IBy mall in rallows), runty and to Renton, HarHouse
of
Representative
had
„htocked
really want to grow you could tell the
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky .and
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
Itifure funds for such raids.
world that you are dry and intend to
Paris, Buchanan and Purrear, T'n ,
50 per
of the State Capitol -Building,•
Orr
rear By mall to other destlnatiorul. $35 00 per
year
ago:
The
final
oornrnettique
;stay that way. There are millions and
year
Frankfort, Ky. 441401. Home
of a top-level NATO Meeting in London
millions of people out there that do not
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Preis
_Ts.;tc•Avj
r _
agsbiabaft atul.kuutitagn NawgpmeaNsblialse,Aka
eioion_Pd
- 111.1 Ametiteitii Prefaceal
-46014Postvement) yt1st/n1g1W Went
lotion
WVfligraIRTwav ouiify are •
strengthen the allantre's lathier/
to move here to get away ?TOM SO much
The Associated Press is esclusirely entitled to
Sen. Richard Weisenherger "
rePubluth local Min originated hy -The Murray
force.
liquor I "-deer & Times as well as all other Al' MIPS
lioute 7
_
Today's birthdays: Song writer
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
You've got something really special
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Ruamess(Stk.@
.753 PP.
,Irving
Berlin
is
90
years
old.
Artist
here that you may not appreciate until
Classified Advertising
7411416
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
's Salvador Dali is 74.
Retail (Display Advertising
you've lest it.
753410
20l S. 3rd Street
CIrculatioo
. 756.1ffia
Though( for today: Beware of
New's and Sports IWO
•
Murray, Ky. 42071
752-101$
despairing aboqt yourself — St.
Di,* Hoffman
Migustine, 354-430.

Carter Sometimes
Needs A Program
WASHINGTON (AP) — In his
dealings with Congress, President
Carter sometimes finds himself in the
position of a baseball fan who can't tell
the players without a program.
IrS doubtful any president ever
recognizes every congressman by
name. And the problem presumably is
worse for Carter who came to town 16
months ago as a relative stranger.
For Carter, salvation is found in a
slender volume he keeps in the Oval
Office sometimes placed atop the Bible
on his desk. It's called the "Congressional Pictorial Directory."
• The book contains mug shots of every
Senate and House member, so Carter
can thumb through it and learn to
recognize by name those invited to
White House meetings.
This is just one further bit of evidence
that the president this year is paying
increased attention to dealings with the
scrmetirnes recalcitrant Congress.
Perhaps a better measure of this
effort has been provided, in response to
a reporter's request, by the "diarist"
who keeps a daily minute-by-minute log
of Carter's activities.
thiring-a 42-week period this-year,for
example, the president held more than
twice as many meetings with one or two
congressmen than during a comparable
period in 1977
- The number of such sessions between
Jan. 23 and,April 16, 1978, was 98 — up
from 45 a year earlier.
There has been no increase, however,
In the number of traditional breakfast
Democratic
conferences-.. with
IjTheri
a dozen of those in both year.
There was a slight increase in other
contacts with legislators: 31 in 12 weeks
this year compared with 27 in 1977. The
"other" category included social
events, briefings for congressional
cesinniftees and billsigning ceremonies
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ontreal Canadiens Ready For Serious StuffMSU Graduate Russo Named
- Sy HAL lit
AP Sports_Writer
. Now that -they— have
the
with
dispensed
• prelinunaries of an 80-game
season and rally play off
series against Detroit and
Montreal
roronto, the
Canadiens are ready for the
. serious stuff — the Stanley
. Cup finals. _
The Canadiens and the Cup

"areldmost mystically linked.
At _ least, that's the way
Montreal looks at it.
They have won hockey's
Holy Grail 19 times and don't
bet against No. 20 this spring,
regardless of whether Boston
or Philadelphia survives the
other semifinal series.

tonight where the BrUlt1S,
leading their senes 3-1, will
try to finish Philadelphia off.
If Boftotipsucceeds, it may be
a pyirhic victory. Waiting
around the corner are the
Canadiens, anxious to get
started on what they believe to
be their manifest clestiny —
The Flyers battle for their another sip • of- champagne
hockey lives in Boston Garden from the Stanley Cup.

To understand the verve and
drive of-the Canadiens when it
conies to winning the Cup, you
must understand Montreal's
hockey psyche. The Expos can
drift through baseball's
National League' aimlessly
from season to season and
there are few complaints from
the faithful. The Alouettes can
win a few or lose a few in the
Canadian Football League
and the fans accept the results
good-naturedly. But the
National Hockey League
Canadiens are quite another
matter. The Canadiens must
win, always win, or they face
the wrath of the QuebeCois,
and that can be fearsome., _
"The pressure is always
there," says Guy Lafleur, the
graceful scoring champion
who leads this club: "The

achieving the finest record In
the history of hockey with
eight lonesome defeats in the
course of the regular season
and only two more, both
against the Islanders, in the
playoffs. Again, the Cup final
was a sweep for MOntreal, this
time aver Boston. The
season's record-read 72-l0-12For this season, the
Canadiens offered their fans
the longest undefeated streak
in NHL history, a 28-game
string that ran from
December through February.

the
When we lose, even
one game, we are booed." The Canadiens' solution to
this dilemma is to keep on
winning. In 1975-76, they won
58 of 80 games during the
regular season,- losing only 11
limes.They dropped.one more
in the playoffs, somehow
losing a senlifinal game to theNew -York Islanders. For the
finals,
- they
swept
Philadelphia's defending
champion Flyers in four
straight games. For the
season, including the playoffs,
the record was 7q., wins, -12
losses and 11 ties.
,
That'Is -tatoMontreal did last"-Iftar,

Have you had your
card punched
this week??

S. 12th

Street
Murray

0 PURCHASE NECESSARYjI

GE No-Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer

Murray State University
graduate Gary Russo has been
hired as head basketball
coach for Owensboro Catholic
High School, Owensboro,
Ky. Russo, 27, replaces Bobby
Jackson as the head coach.
Russo had been head coach
at Delata C-7 High school,
Derring Mo., for the past two
years. In only two years of
coaching, Russo compiled a
46-10 record, with records of
25-3 and 21-7. He guided Delta
C-7 to a second-place finish in

the region both years.
"I accomplished all I could
down there," Russo said.
"Now I'm ready for a new
challenge."
The challenge will be there.
Catholic has won only nine
games in two years, 5-19 last
year and 4-20 this year.
Russo said his two years in
Missouri were not without
turmoil.
"I started two sophomores
my first year. That caused
some stink with the people,"

he said:"One turned out to be
a 34cond team all-state...and
the other became the Class A
player of the year and was
first team all-state."
Not bad for a Young coach.
"I was lucky, so they say,"
Russo said.
Three Washington and Jefferson football players, Vance
Richmond, Chuck Bretzin and
Dennis Sundelt were qualified
as parachutist4 at Fort Ben.
rung, Ga.
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Mom's-the-Word Radio Sale
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Radio Shack loves mothers and SUNDAY is her day. From over 50 Realistic
radios in our line we've chosen 8 and trimmed the price plus introduced a
handy new one to make gift-giving easier for Dad and the kids. Music, weather,
news, shortwave, emergency bands (including CB)—one or more are sure to
. please. And remember a Radio Shack radio is special, because we've specialized in radio for 57 years. Nobody but nobody but The Shack has what we've
got for your Special Gal, and a Realistic radio says "I love you" for just about
forever!

• 17.6 Cu. ft. capacity
• Power Saver switch can help reduce cost of
operation
•3 adjustable cantilever shelves
•4.65 Cu. ft. freezer
• Automatic lcemaker optional

ATLAN
agents fr,
State hay
with the A
National
team anna
They a
Ralph Stri
pounder v
All Atlanl
back anti
Tom Pros
pounder,
said Wedn

Her portable (or plug
in) FM AM is also a
Weatheradiot
when
she switches to WX
it s that simple
#12 653
SALE 839 95
•

Wake or sleep to FM-AM radio, or listen and enjoy She It love
our Chronornatic-116 digital #12 1510 SALE $34 95

GOODYEAR REVOLVING
CHARGE
• Flexible Pay Schedule
• Monthly Statement
• Customer Identification
CAR CARD for convenience at any-Goodyear
Store, nationwide

GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT
PAY PLAN
• Longer terms than
available on Revolving
Statement
• Monthly Statement
'
• Low Monthly Payments

It must be

right or we make it right

Lasses that pedal to trim waistlines may wear glasses but FM
AM on a bike, helps time as it passes WI 2 - 1 95 SALE $21 88

We deliver what we sell

Give Mom a Concertmate table top FM -AM radio Plays stereo
FM and loves like quality' w 1 2 685 SALE $49 95

Approved factory service
Free parking

•Large capacity two speed washer
•2 rn 1 washer with Mini-Basket

Far away places can be. tuned in on the Realistice-DX-160.•
best selling radio of its kind #20,152 SALE $139 96

The Patrolman' radio
in a 5-band portable or
plug in model that coy.
flA. AM, and- -a
emergency bands.
,
' #1 2.773
SALE 1149,95
• owe Wain Sem* Simirs and
Lasestios Ma• Be Unlawful or
Riwurre•Per rnre °Iowa won
Local Awl-lemmas

;

•5 wash/rinse temperatures
•4 cycles
• Bleach, Fabric softener dispenser

Without a CB radio irt het car she s in trouble if there s a flat
or boil over CB's the cure! 021-1527 SALE $79

Soundesign Stereo
8-Track Tape Player
with Wide-Range
Speakers

by

Our Mini 10-4 Is a pocket
abte
stisTIT lin ex
Ira band for tuning in to
Prpud Papa #12 606
NEW $17.95

•Slide controls for
volume, tone and
balance
•
• Built-in pre-ampllifier
• Changes programs
automatically or
- manually •'Tape program
indicator lights

Car

ALS'
When a whit HirtOre Irian tliA AM its got a record player and
and an 8 trees ape player Give it all with tr13 1201 SALE
$13995
YOU LIVE. WORN OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK Sront NEAR YOU1
4
•
—

*.t.Certeniglo

721S. 12th St
Murray,Ky.
7534595

Or I Witte

600 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-5464

Closed Sun sy

Mgr, tO. Glosses
100 S, Stateline

Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
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Tigers Win Opener
In District Meet
led out to be
.1-state. and
the Class A
at and was
)."
mg coach.
)they say."

in and Jefferyers, Vance
Bretzin and
ere qualified
it Fort Ben-

•The Murray High Tiger , Said. • _
baseball team is assured of
— "Taylor pitched a fine
spot in the. Region Two high game, striking out ten,
school tournament following a walking four and allowing
7-0 shutout over Marshall only one runner to reach
County Tuesday afternoon. second." Miller adaed.
The Tigers scored their
Today's game begins at 4
seven runs on nine hits and p.m.
made no errors in the opening
MEIIIATKIX
"game of the district tourney
AB R H
being played at Reagan Field Player
Kendall 3B
I I
on
the
Murray
State Wilson CF
4 2 2v
Thurman St
3
University campus.
I
Taylor P
3
SOFTBALL DONATION — Ktwonis treasurer John Mikukik, right,
I
Today's action in the district (berry IB
3
Denham C
2
presents e $75 check to Girls Softball League President, Durtournament will pit the Gibbs
RF
3
Calloway County Lakers Mathis LF
wood Beatty, to help support the 1978 program, now- being
3
3
2
against .Marshall County. - Boat DH
organized. Those interested in sighing up for the progretit should
2B
0
0
Should the Lakers win, they otals
call the park office at 753-7640 no later than Friday, May 12th.
9
will face Murray lligh Friday
in the finals. If the Marshals
sr/Uri, the district touiiiar'fFeiTi
will be declared over with
Mufray High the winner and
Marshall County the runnerup.
•
'the winner and the
By FRANK BROWN
permitted just five other Red Wills and a two-run doUble by
runnerup will advance to the
AP Sports Writer.
Sox hits while striking out 10 Al Oliver helped Texas surregional tournament which
Baltimore's Eddie Murray and evening his record at 3-3. vive three Milwaukee home
will be played at Fort Campbell beginning next Tuesday. says he's a bad "guess" hitter, One of the safeties was by Carl runs and beat the Brewers.
Brad Taylor was the pit- but it was Boston Manager Yastrzernski, who became the
"We've scored four runs in
chers for the Tigers Tuesday Don Zimmer who made the '13th player in major league our last two'games and we've
history to play in 2,600 games. had four home runs," said
and John Denham was behind bad guess.
"With the wind blowing in
Blue Jays 3, A's 1
the plate. The battery for
Milwaukee Manager George
Oakland managed a third- Bamberger. "It's really
Marshall County was Tynes from left, I wanted all their
switch-hitters to bat right so inning unearned run to break strange."
and Solomon.
Highlights of the game they couldn't hit the ball out," its scoreless streak at 312-3
Indians 6, Mariners I
included doubles by Bill said Zimmer. "So Murray innings. Jim Essian scored
Ted Cox had a two-run
Wilson, John Denham and bats right and hits it over the from second when left fielder single and Ron Pruitt hit a solo
right field fence."
Willie Upshaw dropped Bill - home run to lead Cleveland
Stan Routt.
Murray's fifth homer of the ,North's fly ball.
We lied s balanced hitting
past Seattle. Rick Wise pitBut four consecutive singles ched six innings for only his
.attack and excellent defensive season, a two-run shot off
play at shortstop by. Bob reliever Tom Burgmeier with — including RBI hits by Rick second victory in seven
Thurman.," coach Cary Miller- _one _out. the bottom _of, the Bosetti,and Bob Bailor — and decisions, then rookie Dennis_
ninth inning, gave the Orioles a groundout gave Toronto Kinney added three innings of
a 3-2 victory over Zimmer's three runs in the bottom of the hitless relief to record ,. his
Red Sox Wednesday night and inning and backed a six-hitter fourth save.
broke Boston's seven-game - by Rick Clancy.
Craig ReynoldslirOVein the
winning streak.
White Sox 7, Twins 2
Mariners'run.
In the other American
Chicago snapped a scoreless
ATLANTA (AP) — Two free League baseball games streak of its own, collecting
agents from North Carolina Wednesday night, Toronto three runs in the first after
State have signed contracts trimmed Oakland 3-1, Chicago being shut out for 23 straight
with the Atlanta Falcons of The downed Minnesota 7-2, Texas innings. Lamar Johnson and
By The Associated-Press
National Football League, the topped Milwaukee 4-3 and Bill Nahorodny hit two-run
AMERICAN LEAGUE
team announced.
Cleveland drubbed Seattle 6-1. homers as the White Sox
EAST
They are defensive back
Ken Singleton's home run overpowered
Minnesota.
Pct. GB
W,L
Stringer,
195,
a 5-foot-11,
Ralph
had been Baltimore's offense Chicago also made five double Detr 17 7 .708 —
pounder who was a two-time before the ninth. Then pinch- plays in support of rookie Rick
Bost 19 11 .6331
All Atlantic Coast defensive hitter Carlos Lopez led off Wortham, who worked eight
NY 16 10.6152
back and defensive tackle with a bloop single and took innings and picked up his first
12 14 .4626
Clev
Tom Prongay, a 6-foot-3. 245- second on a Singleton sacrifice victory.
Milw
12 15 .444 6I-2 Balt 11 15
pounder, Falcons officials before Murray unloaded.
Reagent 4,Brewers2
.4237
said Wednesday.
The Orioles' Mike Flanagan
A two-run homer by Bump Toro 10 18 .357 9
WEST
Oakl 19 9.679 —
Cal 189.667 '-‘2 KC 15 12 .556 3%
Tex 13 12'.520 4% Chi 8 16 .3339
Seat 11 22 .333 10% Minn 10 21
32310½ ,
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 3, Oakland 1
Baltimore 3, Boston 2
Cleveland 6,Seattle 1
Chicago 7, Minnesota 2
Texas 4, Milwaukee 3
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Fastest service & finest
Boston (Lee 4-0) at
Baltimore (D.Martinez 3-1),
- quality available!
(n)
California Ryan 2-i) at
Detroit( Billingham 3-1), In I
Minnesota (Erickson 2-21 at
Chicago (Stone 1-1),(n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Seattle at Toronto,(n)
'Aluminum
California at Cleveland,(n )
Baseball Bats
Oakland at Detroit, In )
New York at Kansas City,
In)
*Batters Gloves
Boston at Minnesota,(d)
Milwaukee at Chicago,(n
*Baseball Undershirts
BaltimorTat Texas,(n)
from Wilsbn
NATIONAL MIME
& Rawlings
EAST
W L Pet. GB
Phil 15 9 .625 —
Mont 15 12 .556 11
/
2 Pitt 13 13
.5003
Chi 13 14 .481 3% Sbou 13 15
.4644
NY 13 18 .41951
/
2
WEST
LA 17 11 .607 —
•
Puma,
Cinc 17 12 .586 ½ SFra 15 12
.556 1½ Hous 11 16 .407 5% Atill
11 16 .407 51
/
2SDie 11 16 .407 5%
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 5, San Francisco
To
New York 7, Montreal 2 •
-4
•
Sizes 1-13
Philadelphia 3, Houston)
San Diego 1, Chicago 0
St. Louis 6, Los Angeles 5
Only games scheduled
by Wilson, Rawlings,
--Thursday's Gentee--:ibtorcRawlings;
Chicago I Burris 2-21 at Sin
Diego(Perry 2-1
Dudley,
Worth,
Carr011 from •
Pittsburgh (Candelarli. 24)
"Bombat"
at San Francisco (Rnepper 365°
1
New ?orlk (Zachry 3.1: at
Montreal(Twitchell 2-2),
DUDLEY RESTRIC hD FLIGHT BALLS IN STOCK
Cincinnati (Seaver 10 1 at
Philadelphia r Carlton $49 f
St. Louis ( Forsch 5-2) at IAS
Angeles(Hooton 2-3),( n
•
Only gaina scheduled "May's Games •
AtTithfrif
thinatcrn wt-New York.
Cincinnati at Philade

's Tal-Guess':Murfar
Pulls Orioles Over Red Soc, 3-2

Falcons'ign 2
NC-State-Agents

76ers Stick With Money Players;
Top Bullets, 6th Game Friday
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
jkidge.
scored 10 points, and held the
National
Football
AP Sports Writer
Collins and Erving each Kevin Grevey in check. League's Cleveland Browns.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
"He (Glass) talked to us
scored 24 points. Jones shut Grevey wound up with 17, but
The Philadelphia 76ers talked
down Hayes, who had most of those came in the final about...picturing
ourselves
about dreams and positive
averaged 26.3 in the first four period when the game already being - successful," Collins
thinking and tempo and crowd
said. "In my case I walked
games, with just four field was out of hand.
encouragement, but they are
goals. Hayes got but 13 shots. Collins revealed the team around picturing myself
still in the National Basketball
And Erving turned on his all had undergone a 15-minute making my shots. The key is
Association playoffs today
his court magic to bottle lecture. Wednesday on the to think positive. So, all day I
because of an unbending
was dreaming, just sat around
Dandridge with just 12 points. theory of positive thinking.
defense.
Dandridge
had
been The lecture was delivered and dreamed about the ball
The 76ers, often referred to
by Bill Glass, a former end for swishing, and it worked...."
averaging 24.3 in the series.
as the best team money can
Coach Billy Cunningham of
buy, stuck with their money
the 76ers said the,name of the I
players Wednesday night and
victory was defense.
it paid off with a 107-94 victory
communicated
"We
over the Washington Bullets.
beautifully on defense aud
Philadelphia got the job
that's where it all stems
done with Julius "Dr. J." ,
from," Cunningham said The
Erving, DinTrtollin; Laidoffense was generated by the
well Jones and Henry Bibby,
defense. And we're going to do
not only putting the ball in the
the same thing Friday."
hoop, but stripping the Bullets
Bibby handed out 10 assists,
of their high-scoring offense. •
The best-of-seven series is
headed back to Landover,
Md., for a sixth game Friday
Served Rare, Ahem et Wall Dame WM Seep, Salail Oar, Mad
By The Associated Press
Petite mil Deepart.
night with the Bullets leading
Semifinals
(All the PrIT• Rib of Neuf you can oat as well os th,
3-2, but the 76ers confidently
Wednesday's Games
Seafood)
are selling tickets for a
Philadelphia
107,
seventh game here Sunday.
Washington 94, Washington
Washington Coach Dick leads series 3-2.
Motta insists there won't be
Seattle 105, Denver 91,
EVERY DAY
any seventh game,however.
Seattle leads series 2-1.
P Shrimp Bombe, Clam Chowder, Oysters ea half shell, Boiled:
"I still like'our odds," said
Friday's Games
shrimp, Fried oysters, Broiled Red Snapper, Deviled Crab,.
Matta. "I'd hate to be down 3-2
Philadelphia at Washington,
Fried Scallops.
against them and coming up if necessary
All you can eat including
here for the sixth game. They
Denver at Seattle ,
ran us tonight, but I still think
Adults
7.95
Soup Salad Bar-Drink.
Sunday, May 14
we're the better team."
Washington at Philadelphia,
Collins and Erving led the if necessary
plus tax
76ers' fast-break offense in
Seattle at Denver
Children
staving off elimination
Weduesday,-114‘07--the playoffs. And 7-foot-1
Denver at Seattle, if.
under
center Caldwell Jones and 'necessary
•
. Erving did the defensive jobs
10 half price
Friday, May 19
5:009:00
Hwy. 641 N., Murray .
on the Bullets' two big guns,
Seattle at Denver, If
Elvin Hayes and Bob Dan- necessary— -•
•

NOW:

OF
ROAST PRIME RIB
OF BEEF

NBA Playoffs

AKI

OR SEAFOOD BUFFET
FEATURING

Colonial
House
.
Smorgasboard

Standings

tic
da
her,
e to
:lele've
out

BASEBALL &
SOFTBALL

It love

Støreo

MLitt73
Murray Lawn &
Garden Center

Service
After
The Sale

Free'
Parking
,•.

200 E. Main —Murray, Ky., —153-3361 •
The Lawn & Garden Business Is NOT A Sideline With Us!

Team Uniforms for
Ladies & Men

Gilson
Sentor
Tiller

SPECIAL TEAM
DISCOUNTS
-

5 h. p.

8h p

$249
'269

$3 5

GLOVES

(n)
Pittsburgh at San Dieg (n)
'
Chicago at Los Angelesin)
St. Louis at San Fran
(ii)

(It's Breen I
Has A Re-coil
Start) on

'549

Reg. VW

'79995
4414194141

'r

40
,

at
Cost -f
All
JOHN OE E HI

(I
/
10
0

Model W0221

Special
Prices
Gibrtors
On All

P

20" 3/
1
2 h. p.

Push
Mowers

lea

41,

22" Cut 3 N. P.

Arse,

"Everything For the SOORT tn your LIFE"
753-8844 —14203 N. Chestnut, Murray,Ky.

Rider

Mower

t

ATS

SPORTING GOODS

10 H. P.
Ace

A CUT
•
ADM Tilt.111E51
,

SHOES

Adi
Spot-Bilt Wilson, Bata from

8 H. P.
Ace
Riding

Daman
• SO aye —
'Lawn food, weed killer, pesticides, seeds Yoryttilog 16iirtetien neektra"
seasoline and electric weed eaters I Toro
trimmers

*Always Service after the sale
*Bank Rate Financin

..•
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Blyleven Winds Giants Around
His Curve, Pirates Win 5-1

Rumor Is ABC May Not
Renew Baseball Contract

(MURRAY LEDGER P TBIE;)

PO

six hits. The performance was baseman Ted Sizemore was
By KEN RAPIPOPORT
all the more dramatic, coming injured on April A, connected
AP Sports Writer
They've been .saying the' elf a fierce pounding by the off Houston starter Mark
same thing about Bert Los Angeles Dodgers.
Lemongello in the second
Blyleven for some time now: In other National League inning.
one of the best curve balls in games, the Philadelphia
Mets 7, Expos 2
baseball and one of the better Phillies beat the Houston
Elliott Maddox drove in
Astros 3-1; the New YorkMets three runs with a double and
fastballs.
So why doesn't his record trimmed the Montreal Expos single and John Stearns
7-2; the San Diego Padres walloped a home run to lead
reflect his talent?
-He gets lackadaisical blanked the Chicago Cubs 1-0 New Yorlkover Montreal.
sometimes," is the way Pit- and the St. Loins Cardinals Maddox's
RBI
single
tsburgti Pirate teammate Phil edged the .Los Angeles 'highlighted a two-run first
Garner explains Blyleven's Dodgers 6-5.
inning and the Mets' outfielder
.relatively unimpressive 'Winning his second game-in doubled !Rime two more in the
five decisions this year, fifth to support the sixhit
career record.
Garner believes, ar many_ Blyleven was supported by a pitching of Nino Espinosa.
others do, that better con-'!, 10-hit attack that included four
_P_adrealCubl0 .
centration will elp TtiIfl1 extrahase—Ets. The fighT-:George Hendrick hit a
of hander struck out at least one homer and Randy Jones
promise
Blyleven's
greatness. Like the type of batter in each inning.
hurled a sixhitter to lead San
Phillies 3, Astros 1
concentration he had WedDiego over Chicago. HenRookie second baseman Jim drick, who came into the game
nesday while pitching the
Pirates to a 5-1 decision over Morrison belted a two-run hitting just .192, connetted for
homer and Jim Lonberg his third homer of the season
the San Francisco Giants.
Blyleven virtually wound hurled a five-hitter to lead off Cubs starter Dennis Lamp
-1On
the Giants around his Philadelphia over Hods
with one out in the fourth. The
sweeping curve, striking out a Morrison, called up from the home run ended an 0-for-17
Oklahoma
City
farm
National League season high Phillies'
slump for Hendrick and
of 12 batters and allowing but team when regular second
Jones with the only
'Fun
run he needed.
.. Cardinals 6, Dodgers 5
Lou Brock delivered a tiebreaking sacrifice fly in the
The Size I Price of Hie Ilambarger lielpar was inadsixth inning and Mark Littell
vertent left out of Wedaesday's Storey's Ail.
hurled six innings of strong
vortisemset.
relief as St. Louis rallied to
beat Los Angeles.
Littell allowed the Dodgers
COUPON 09584200
just Iwo hits in the final six
Limit I Per Form ty
innings in relief of John Denny
to pick up his first National
--Betty Crocker
7oz, box
League victory. The former
Kansas City right-hander
Expires 346-78 struck out eight and walked
WO* When%
one.

Murray-Calloway County
Swim Team Pre-Season
Practice Session Set

By HOWARD SMITH
networks go all out to-provide. do, it won't affect football. The
AP Sports Writer
their affiliates with attractive average Monday n,ight footFrom the rumor mill comes programming.
ball games pulls about a 36
word that ABC may decide to
That's why so many specials percent share of the TV
drop out of baseball come and assorted extravaganzas audience, which is considered
contract renewal time at the turn up on TV during May. It very good. Monday night
end of the next season.
has been suggested that ABC baseball averages about a 24
If so, it would be a blow to purposely picked May for the share, which is not parbaseball which would dearly two "byes" in its baseball ticularly good.
Youths between the ages of fluid 18 who are interested
love to have all three networks schedule in recognition of the
Should ABC decide to drop
in participating on the Murray-Calloway County Swim
on board just like the National fact that baseball is not a big Monday night baseball, and
Team may enroll in a pre-season practice by filling out an
Football League.
draw in prime time.
the decision won't be made for
application form at the Murray State University pool on
Baseball has done about as
An ABC spokesman denies it a while, It is unlikely either
May 15 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. A fee of $5 will be required to
well as ABC expected it to do all and points out that ABC's NBC or CBS will pick it up.
cover life guard expenses and other cost for the spring
on Monday nights but it long-time policy on Monday INIBC more or less is content
program.
almost always finishes third to night baseball has been to with its Saturday afternoon
The pre-season program is designed for those people
entertainment programming televise at the start 'of the games and CBS apparently is
who will be swimming with the Murray-Calloway team
on CBS and NBC-. And with season, when everyone quite interested in a Sunday
-during the sununer season. It is open to all youths who
ABC currently ruling the presumably is dying to see it, afternoon package, provided,
have participated previously on the swim team and toy
ratings roost, executives may and then pick it up once the of course, that it gets a piece
new members who care to join.
want to rethink their com- division races are somewhat of the World Series, playoff
The pre-season program will run for three weeks, May
mitment to baseball.
established. May seems like and All-Star Game action.
I5-June 2 and will consist of teaching basic techniques in
Adding
fuel
to the the obvious time .to skip a
. competitive swimming,conditioning,and an evaluation of
SOCCER
speculation is the fact that couple of weeks.
Individual progress.
Monday night baseball was
WEMBLEY, England —
Another factor in any
not on this week and won't be decision ABC makes on Kenny Dalglish scored the
on next week. May is one of baseball is that if it drops the only goal of the game in the
television's "sweeps" months, Monday night games it also 61st minute as Liverpool of
a time when the A.C. Nielsen will lose the World Series, England defeated Bruges of
Co. gets ratings from all the playoffs and All-Star Game, Belgium 1-0 to win the
local markets. These ratings all of which are most desirable European Soccer Cup of
Champions for the second
determine advertising rates properties.
Whatever,ABC decides to straight year.
By MIKE COCHRAN
the . reoney winners, now for the local stations and the
Associated Press Writer
headed by Watson with
FORT WORTH,Texas(AP) $174,264 and Jack Nicklaus
— Ben Crenshaw returned to with $171,990.
the scene of his most bizarre
Nicklaus is not here. Green
conquest today to defend his is currently in third place with
title in the $200,000 Colonial $142,860 and Player is at
National Invitation golf $142,333.
tournament.
Crenshaw, meanwhile, has
Test Drive The Most Successful Imported Car Introduced
"I really feel pretty WOW been struggling to regain the
about it," the slender little form that carried him to three
Is History
Discover
Texan grinned as he led a field tour victories and $257,759 in
For
Yourself
why
the
Rabbit
is
the
No.
1
Selling
Imported
car in Detroit, the
of 102 in the first of four days' 1976,second only to Nicklaus.
sw
world.
soeil
of
So
play over the treacherous
"I'm really playing pretty
Trinity River course.
well, although the scores are
'I'm playing much better not showing it," he said. "I've
Babe Ruth of the Yankees than a year ago," he said with _been working a lot en a few
West Ky.'s
batted in 150 or more runs for a laugh as 'he recalled the changes, and it's a matter now
We are sorry for any inconvenience
Economy
three straight seasons, 1929, -madcap 1977 adventure in of going out and
Swab
trusting what
1930 and 1931.
Car
which he scrambled relen- I've done.
gra
MMIM
Ilriquarters
tlessly to victory with an 8Most importantly, Ben
under-par 72-hole total of 292.
indicated, he was ready to
"I was just telling Lee defend his unlikely title.
(Trevino) the way I won here
last year was by hitting all the
fairways and all the greens,"
Crenshaw deadpanned.
Gentle Ben hit an occasional
fairway and fewer greens en
,route to the 1977 cresin and
emerged from the woods to
sheepishly announce: "I felt
FREE DELIVERY
like someone grabbed me by
CHECK OUR PRICES
the hand and led me froin the
wilderness."
Crenshaw, a non-winner this
year, ranks 14th among the
current money winners with
\BUILDING
$65,478 and collected much of
CENTER
that as runnerup to Tom
'313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky
Watson in the Crosby.
WalsOn and Gary Player„
both triple winners this year,
headline a Colonial field that
also includes double winner
Flat or Gloss
Hubert Green and the 1976
SALE
Colonial winner, Trevino.
Trevino ranks seventh on
the money list and has
gat
finished second in two of his
reg $13
past four starts, including a
duel last week with Watson in
the televised last round o!the
Byron Nelson.
Portions of the third and
Tousw,One
fourth rounds will be televised
easy-to-apply
thisweekend by CBS.
ktex
Club officials say the par-70,
house paint
7470-yard Colonial course.
called Hogan's Alley in honn!
of five-time champion Bee
Hogan, could yield a record
low score this year.
a gar
"The greens are in the best
rep 8999
shape ever" and the rough is
not as high as usual," tournament chairman Bill Spears
said. He did not mention the
gusty, swirling winds that
play havoc with golf's most
synchronized swings.
fri MI
28- tf, 3r tali. 111 colors awl -Is le.. f
"It's like hitting into a
STEPLADDERS
WePilot
5ft. Sale $19.99, reg $2499
Values
;linger jars_ spire jars alid watts other -is'
tornado," Trevino once
6ft. Sole $21.99, reg $2999
SALE
quipped.
EXTENSION
16ft. Sole 432.99, reg $4199
lir S32.110.
A victory here by either
20fit Sale $41.99, rev $5399
a go/
reft. Sale $31.99, reg $6699
Green or Player could
reg $10
~long
knolls
ent
3'
Wes
than
mos
kited
aliotie
produce a new leader amone
kidder
Extension

*CORRECTION*

STOREY'S FOOD.GIANT

FOUR I
Calloway
Lexington
here wen
County H
Pat Whith

Crenshaw Returns
To Colonial Greens

2/994—

Hamburger
Helper

After two
discussion o
way of dein
students v
represent C
the Kentuc.k

THE VW RABBIT

1

we
ikibut

Volkswagen
Audi

cARRoLL

"sae

7594026 AS CLOSE
AS YOUR PHONE

Attention All Homeowners And Contractors Treas
Bldg. Materials Now Has A Toll Free Number. Just For
You!
-

#fi
kmealMouse

PabstSale
Last4Days.

TREAS

4-100, Ourlongestlasting
Iota house punt

90

.4 LIFISiittg Gift

Front 11(tr-K els Fact(pry Outlet

4ft

99

Save:legal.

Save $5-$7500 Aluminum Ladders

StylePerfect'

1799

tpilsvi- decurvitor
frtms
items !t)

lisio 1111111.V

I new'

Iteillairviiiviit Shaul@

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
niAntx•ns

L.
Highway 79 Ea3I
Phone 642 8142
()PEN:
air(' nluriIass — 111 io.m. iil 8 p.m.
— I p.m. iil (, p.m.

Gottfried's
Brother-Named
Well At SW
Joe Gottfried, brother of
Murray State head football
coach Mike Gottfried, was
officially named this morning
as the new head basketball
coach at Southern IIllnin
University in Carbondale.
Gottfried, who has beee
head coach at Ashland College
for the past five years, will
assume the. duties at STU
Ms June 1.
Aihiand.
'where he played basketball
Gottfried's teams have gone to
the Division III post.seasof,
playoffs each of the last threi
seasons.

PARIS,'TENN.

The new SIU basketball
coach is 38 years old.

Eaemel
SA I

Sew soten*.these speck*
Revd..,

Salo

Eat Seal Cake Stem (on)

firekt.Ibics)
(011)
tsterCoodtrtturr
4-ploor SCPIIPR KM
.

elsie ti,. Shensin.Willions Ceiten

17 flP
&ft
6.99
—AM
149

$299
Inv a gal

$1099
9 99

Ames,Otott
498

See end. Afes 35

sod peed htghsr

sethribeff•• oformedrofin the use of these
roaangs or pour purchase pace ad be refunded.

1 0*1412141
.1teatatudie Moat
1 101
keg ikowetiefsen*L-est Nestaltag41440
Sere ow oilerspecsis err stores.lief eteresladed* •/Of war yam

Murray
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

,

DURING a
Child. Sl.

"SPECIAL
School a
354-6205

SAILING I
PAIR, MN
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Four Youths Represent County At Seminar

t

ract

football. The
ay naght footLis about a
of the TV
is considered
londay night
ges about a 24
is not par-

iecide to drop
baseball, and
i't be made for
trilikely either
ill pick it up.
ess is content
lay afternoon
apparently is
in a Sunday
ige, provided,
it gets a piece
eries, playoff
ne action.

England —
scored the
game in the
Liverpool of
si Bruges of
:o win the
er Cup of
the second

After two days of tests and in Lexington. They were:
discussion on the American Bruce Horning, Harry
Fannin,
way of doing business, four Pat Whitlow, Murray
High
students were chosen - 4o---School; and Bruce McManun,reptesent Calloway County in Calloway County High School.
the Kentucky Youth Seminar
At the KYS, they will

compete for cash prizes and
scholarships, and for an expense-paid trip to the summer
meeting al--the American
Instutute of Cooperation,
which will be held at the
University of Montana,
Bozeman, Mont.
Twenty-three
Calloway
County and Murray High
School students participated
in the American Private
Enterprise Seminar. The
seminar program is sponsored
by the University of Kentucky
and the Kentucky Council of

(ooperatives.

•

A special tlianks was extended to the local bwsniesspeople and professors who
have volunteered their time to
speak to the students.
Speakers were: Ted Vaughn,
Murray Fabrics, Inc.; Dr
James Thompson, professor
of economics at Murray State
University; Max Hurt; Max
Parker, County Attorney; and
Mrs. Jo Curris, attorney.
Sponsors are needed to help
pay for the costs of the

seminar, which will be held
dane 19-21 at the University of
Kentucky. If any businesses
are interested in -helping to
sponsor a student to the state
seminar, contact Richard
Price, pr6gram leader, at 753%02.
The local seminar was led
by Mrs. Jane Steely, Calloway
County Extension Agent;
Richard Price, Jackson

Boat Rides On Beautiful
Kentucky Lake Aboard
The

PRINCESS
SIDE WHEELER

10811"a""

a•
4, If
r,1

By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
POTTSTOWN, Pa. (AP) —
Richard Greist has been jailed
without bail in the mutilation
and killing of his wife and her
unborn child, the stabbing of
his 6-year-old daughter in one
eye and his grandmother.
Greist, who was arraigned
on one count of criminal
homicide and two counts of
attempted criminal homicide,
was subdued by police in a
field after charging from his
house where police said he had
held the victims about two
hours.
INTERNATIONAL
Terrorists
ROME -IAP)
wounded an Italian bank
manager today as . the
Christian Democratic
allies in
government's
Parliament demanded
stronger police policies
because of the government's
failure to catch Aldo Moro'skidnappers and prevent his
murder.
Police in 1114an Said a man.
and a woThn ski& Marto
Astarita, the 37-year-Old
manager of a branch of the
Chemical Bank of New York,
as he left home for his office.
Three bullets hit his legs, the
target • of "kneecapping"
attacks by the Red Brigades,
but one shot hit him in the
stomach, and his condition
was believed serious.

oft, the

Nest Ky.'s
Economy
Car
adquarters

The Roffman' Welcome You Aboard

DURING MAY SAT & SUN. 2:00 Faire $2.50 Adults,
Child. $1.50
"SPECIAL RATES FOR CHARTERS AT ALL TIMES!!
School and chruches and service groups, call
354-6205
SAILING FROM KENLAKE MARINA, KENLAKE STATE
PARK, AURORA

LONDON AP — Princess
-Margaret, 47, doesn't plan to
marry Roddy Llewellyn or
anyone else after her divorce
from the Earl of Snowdon, a
spokesman says, and her
estranged husband has appealed to the British public to
take a sympathetic view of her
marital troubles.
WASHINGTON
• WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter's promise to
sell 20 extra warplanes to
Israel apparently will not stop
a bruising floor fight by critics
of his proposed Mideast jet
plane sale.

SEMINAR_HERE — Keys Keel,left, was one of the guest
speakers at the American Private Enterprise Seminar
held here with twenty-three students from Calloway
County and Murray High Schools attending. Pictured,
left to right, are Tammy Melton and Beth Boston, junior
leaders, Terry Smith,and Duane Dycus,students.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS--REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

News Briefs_
FOUR CHOSEN — Students chosen to represent
Calloway County at the Kentucky Youth Seminar at
Lexington after the American Private Enterprise Seminar
here were, left to right, Bruce McManus from Calloway
• County High School, Bruce Horning, Harry Fannin, and
Pat Whitlow,all from Murray High School

Purchase PCA; and Donna
Comer, student at Murray
State University. Junior
leliders were: Tammy Melton
and Beth Boston, Murray High
School seniors who were
winners of the national trip
last year.
10•
The overall theme of the
APES program was -It pays
to know the American Private
Enterprise System.-

Now Has A LomlNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS01111IRRAT;CILLOivarCOUNTY AND AURORA

-

On the eve of today's
committee vote on the issue,
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,
and others said a divisive fight
now is inevitable, in part
because the Carter compromise did not produce the
consensus once expected.

The Number To Call

7534434

MOTHER'S
DAY VALUES!
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES & Tr&=LEVISION

Countertop

ROWAN
Model

•
-Build
Quality
Received!
Just

OVEN

TdV8

General Electric Built-In
4-Cycle DISHWASHER
SOFT
FOOD
DISPOSER
ENERGY
SAVER—DRY
OPTION

featuring

GE -UTOMAIK-CHEF
go,

10-,111.011/100

TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

-

in LOW COST OVEN

AMON

TUFF-TUB"
INTERIOR

RINSE
AID
DISPENSER

1 CARAT
DIAMOND CLUSTERS

488

rat
99

GSD500

GE CONVERTABLE
DISHWASHER

GE QUALITY BUILT
TRASH COMPACTOR

Portable Now!
!/2 CARAT
DIAMOND CLUSTERS

I. $10.99

_

• 3-Level Wash
Action
• Rinse Aid
Dispenser
• Energy Saver
Dry Option
e Tuff Tub'
Interior

/
1
4 CARAT
DIAMOND CLUSTERS

r orkyd higher)
of these

MICHELSON'S
VAW'i
(Vrt1444
4
Bet-Afr CenSer
-1695

1
1

•.(tutrot

.hturrta

A TtON$ wool.

A

s ut.ossto

OPEN LATE
,NHDAY
CHARGE

Reg. $49.95
with purchase of
any

GE Microwave
$2233

sit8

MOTHERS
DAY IS
MAY I4th

14 Piece Ovenware
Set, The Harvest
Ancher Collection

• Round Container
with Convenient
Carrying Handle
• Powerful Compacting Mechanism
• Built-in Storage
Compartment

Lated

$288

Net/

2

• Insert Probe. Set the Temperature, oven shuts off
when desired serving temperature is reached.
• 60-Min. Digital Timer—for foods more conveniently
cooked by time than temperature.
• Multiple Power Levels—for complete cooking flexibility: fast cooking, re-heating, defrosting. stewing, simmering.

Free
Delivery

MURRAY APPLIANCE

-41.•nries
The Same
Day You
Call

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
'Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JONN SIMMONS, OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN Si.

PHONE 753-1586

•
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Remember.
Mom
with
unique
Gift

Atkins To Pay For Trips His
Family Took On State Plane
'

tKANKFoicr, Ky.(AP)-

Kentucky Auditor -George
Atkins has sent the state
finance secretary a personal
.4.
check for $456 to pay for &rips
that members of his firnily'c
have taken on state airplanes.
Good Wadies of
The check was enclosed in a
HOUSE PLANTS
letter delivered to Secretary
Ste Araikel•
Russell McClure's _office
Wednesday evening.
_ Atkins has been one of the
most. vocal critics of Gov.
'Julian Carroll's use of state
"Should our audit report or
aircraft for vacation trips and
recores identify other
other
to transport members of his trips I will gladly reimburse
family.
the commonwealth for those
On Tuesday. Atkins called as well," he added.
on McClure TO 'issue a
regulation prohibiting use -orstate aircraft fr.!F personal
• ,
trips. '
suggested
Atkins
establishing a mechanism for
monitoring the cost of personal use of state aircraft and
for collecting for such use.
r1977 Hanrnark Cards. Inc
But later the same day
McClure charged that Atkins
with a beautiful
had taken members of his own
Hallmark card and
family along on official trips.
gift. The perfect .
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
In his letter to McClure,
way to show your
Atkins acknowledged that he greatly simplified truth-inlove.
had taken members of his lending law, which would tell
family, including his 7-year- borrowers in plain language
old son, along on official trips. what they're paying for a loan,
He enclosed a check to cover faces an uncertain future in
the House.
the cost.
The bill passed the Senate
Atkins said in the letter that
he gathered from news Wednesday on a voice vote
reports that McClure con- with only Jake Gam, R-Utah,
sidered his trips on state voting against it.
Similar bills have been
aircraft when accompanied by
his son as a personal use of introduced in the House, but
no hearings have been held,
state planes.
- ,-While some might question clouding chances for -the
that Chip coming to work with legislation becoming law this
•
-his Daddy.and going along on year.
The
measure
would
simplify
plane
state
a
in
trip
an official
when - seats are available requirements of the 1968 Truth
woukL _constitute_ _personal In. • Lending Act, „ which
-Ured creditors là reveal
Atkins wrote McClure, req
use,"
Chestnut/downtown
_exactly
what their credit
--willingly---accept--you care enough to send the very best
judgement and I'm reim- terms were.
bursing the state . fatieh- But consumers- said the
disclosures, designed to help
them _shop around for the
cheapest loan, were, too long
and difficult to understand.
The disclosures now often are
clothed in, the legal language
of a contract.
Meanwhile, creditors also
Were complaining about the
law, saying they had trouble
adwith
up
keeping
ministrative and judicial
interpretations of the act,
Small businesses often have to
hire lawyers to draft
disclosure statements under
the current law.
Befoue passing on the latest
bill, a Senate banking subcommittee heard testimon
from psychologists who said
the disclosure statements now
given to consumers are
ineffective because there is

Sambee Garde'

Atkins also siiIcIfhaf "while
the tax paying public anticipates the use of state
aircraft for official business, it
is offensive 1.0 that same
public who does not have the
luxury of such travel options,
to see elected officials using
state aircraft for personal
vacatioh trips and routine
family shuttle service,"
The auditor offered his
support to McClure in
reimcollecting
"full
bursement from all public
officials who have used state
aircraft in this manner or for
vacations and other personal

use."

Truth-ln:L.encling
Law Revision Has
Uncertain Future

Remember
Mom!
Sunday,
May 14 ...

When

costs. •
•'1 agree with you that in
order to eliminate the abuse of
state aircraft, .ii stringent
definition of what constitutes
official and personal use must
be made," he said.
Atkins said the check, made
out to the state, was intended
to "cover those trips I recall
being -Made by membert of
my family accornpaning- me
on official business."

35
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HOTPOINT
MAKESAGREAT
REPLACEMENT.

1.k tOta:

BUILT-IN
POTWAS HER
DISHWASHER
WITH
OWER SCRUB'
CYCLE
-ftittpurisvt

mod.ilitmo _
sAVEI
IDUCI38E0(191T19

KERBY JENNING spoke on Kentucky history for the
seventh grade social studies class of Miss Ramp at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. Jennings had lived in
Calloway for seventy-inur yoarc and has great incigtit into ,
the history of the area. He served as publisher of the
MURRAY DEMOCRAT and a member of the Kentucky
„
House of Representatives.

led

West Kentucky
Appliance Center
641 Meek army

tenl
, -offerings
intersess
Universil
Dr. Wi
.1 presider
program,
have not
short SE
spring
stunner
first schi
15 and ri
Registral
Room
between
date to r
been

_Kam Freer CANNY Neese
Smorgasbord
"Applioncu Ars Our ONLY
Busin•ss!"

AQI
FUI
WA1

Maybe you don't
make a$3,000loan everykb
but we do.

too much data.
As an example of the
simplification that would be
required under the bill, a car
buyer would no longer be told
Actually, that:s just a middle-size loan for
the cash price, down payment
us these days. We make some for less.
and unpaid balance of the cash
.
And a lot for a lot more.
price. Instead, the buyer
So we're not a "small-loan" company,
would be told .only the. _ but a large loan center. And a good one.
'amount financed,"
lioneowner loans.too. In addition, the bill would
When you're after really large
require that credit disclosures
amounts, the equity in your home is a
be separate from contract
valuable asset You can use that equity
terms, making it easier to find
to back very sizable loans from us. And
them.
that's nice to know.
Another change would put
Next time you want moneY, whatever
descriptive phrases on ,-,the _
the reason, think of us. If you're more comstatements to expkain them to
fortable feeling you can depend on us for
consumers. For example, the
se
small loans, we really doh't
-finance charge" • would be
can.
—
Yott
exthe
accompanied by
But remember, we mostly think big.
planation, "this is the amount
you."
the credit will cost
Senators from both parties,
while --calling for the
simplification, said the
original law has been a big aid
for credit buyers. The
Federal
senators cited
Reserve Board statistics that
shoWeConsumer awareness of
the interest rate they pay for
loans has gone from 15 percent
on 1969 to 55 percent in 1977.

Amount
Fkos000d

Numbly
Poymet

Meanie
To Pay

Total Of
Pay manta

.
Ant

$2,500 $ 73.17 ,.48 $ 3,512.18 17.80%
33.500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
65,500 $124.41 140 $ 7,464.80 12.74%
$7,500 4189.41 60 310,164.60 12.68%
•Apniaal Pete•ntikeir Rate

PER FE

PROB
• F0, Old

--•REM

In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Phone: 753-5573
Charles Marcumen, Mgr. - - OP AUSRICA(
6)

Wye get your bass
'UP to nsoa

SEM
---ORG
PAR'
UNPI
•FILT
--GOA
FOR,
•MAD

OF. A
LARi
MAN

Stop ir

I II

l'ht•
FOR ALL YOUR
PANELING
NEEDS
, ;7117

Pha

SEALY
.POSTUREPEDIC

WeSien
The Unique
'Manses,
Back Support
altailtr
System promises
no morning backache
from sleeping on a too
soft mattress Designed in
cooperation with leading cirthopedic surgeons for firm support without sacrificing comfort. And this firmness
if it
is built in to stay in. But make sure
l
doesn't say Sealy Posturepedic, it isn't a Posturepedicl 139
Ea. Pc.
Twin ea. pc. $119.95
Queen 2-pc. Set $339.95
King 3 pc. Set$479.95

Extraordinary Offer!
30 Night Trial

John Redick of the Lookin' Good Salon, in keeping with the standard of excellence
in precision and geometric hair design is proud to publicly welcome Ron Moon back
to Murray and to the staff of Lookin' Good.
Continually striving to upgrade his haircutting prowess, Ron is presently at theVidal Sassoon Hair Research Center in San Francisco studying the Rigid British
Method of haircutting.

Buy any Posturepedic set. Try it for 30 nights
71f—yoiere not 100-percent -and 'JO
satisfied we'll take it back-exchange it for other
beddfng or refund your purchase price. Limited
time offer.

John,-owner.-of-Lookinl Good-and also a. graduntP of. the _Saksoon:dissipli , —
wishes to thank those who made Lookin'Good in Murray a rousing success.
'

900 Coldwater-Rd
Murray,Ky. •
-- •
W3,121.

-1—

Murray,
Op.. Friary Hiplits

Who's cutting your hai
Is it Lookin'Good?
It should be!

y

Free Delivery

4

sollset•--

-.4+11141+, •
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35 Intercession
Courses Set At MSU

INT
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BUILT-IN
'OTWASHER
ISH WASHER
WITH
WER SCRUB'
CYCLE
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orrey
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Our ONLY
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APR.

2.16 17.80%

4.60 18.80%

4.60 12.74%

4.60 12.68%
KY-2

He expitined that since a
4 total Pf 3$ courses. hAve
been tentatively.scheduled 'as minimum ' enrollment is
-offerings during the spring required for a class to be ofintersession at Murray State fered, it' is important for
students who have not
University May I5-June 1.
Dr. William G. Read, vice- registered in advance to
president for academic register on May 15 so that
programs, said students who classes can be definitely
have not pre-registered for the scheduled.
Among courses in the inshort session between the
spring semester and the tersession Achedule are five
summer term should meet the „elementary education and
first scheduled class. on May four _secondary education
15 and report to the Office of courses, as well as six sections
Registration and Records in :of student teaching in
Room 220 of Sparks Hall elementary education. All of
between 1 and 3 p. m. on that the elementary and secondary
courses are scheduled in the
date to register.
evenings or arranged for the
convenience of public school
-Le-achirs.
—
Courses in 14 other subject
matter areas will also be
offered during the intersession. They are:
Biology, child studies,
guidance, health, industrial
arts education, psychology,
radio-television, recreation,
rehabilitation, speech and
hearing, and 'vocationaltechnical education.
Highly concentrated in
nature, classes during intersession generally meet for
three hours 15 times for three.
semester hours of credit.
However, some' schedules'
vary.
FILTER SYSTEM
AND YEAR'S
Offerings during the in- SUPPLY OF
'
,CARTFUDGES*
tersession include both REG $95.82
graduate and undergraduate
LIMITED TIME
ONLY 669.95
courses. Information abouV-PERFECT FOR THE WATER
the courses-is available in the:
PROBLEMS IN THIS AREA
Registrar's Office in Sparks
• For th• Overage 'hotirot,old
Hall on the campus.

AQUA-GUARD'
FULL HOUSE
WATER FILTER
SY TEM'

•REMOVES

SEDIMENT, RUST,ALGAE,
--- ORGANIC AND MINERAL; PARTICLES, FIBERS ANDUNPLEASANT ODORS

•MADE BY ONE
OF, AMERICA'S
LARGEST FILTER'
MANUFACTURERS

Stop-in or call for full details

MURRAY
SUPPLY
206

MOB

klarrey,

issoodellimmt-

copy of The Wormy La43er L
limes by 530 p.m. M•1141111hag ark/ 3:30 p. ea Saturdays ars urgad
7$3-1110
between 5:30 p. at. wW 6 p.m,
filtardey-fridey, or 3:30 p.a.
and 4p. out. Seterdeys. Is Imre
delivery of it. frowspepor. Calls
awn he pieced by 6 p.a. week:boys or 4 p.m. Soh/rely* to
poweirtoe delivery.

Hyde Pork

CAKE
MIX

PLAIN
MEAL

PEACHES

59'
69'

181/2 Cr

INSTANT
POTATOES

13 Oz

DREAM
WHIP

GRAPE
JELLY

Photo Hours: Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 • Sat. 10-1 2-4:30

19c79'
19'

32 oz

MEAL

5 lb.

Stokely

CATSUP

Chef way
3 Lb. Can

SHORTENING

'32 oz.

Hyde Park
• Pink Dishwashing

DETERGENT
Hyde Pork

POTATO
CHIPS- --

W

4 StapKist

I

Colonial Powdered Light 8 Dark Brown

UMW

•

•

••••low•

Ak

•

IP

'Lipton With Lemon
And Sugar Iced Tea

5 lb

3 oz.

•

"Pkg.

-

•
•
•

Bonus Special
Both with _$25.00 Order

;0•°"'

TEA

41

•

3/89'

MIX

$189

PEACHES

29 oz.

Halves or Slices

Tropicana

ORANGE
JUICE

64 oz

99c

TASTY
PIES

sl"
49'

36 oz can

Rosedale

Nine Lives
Square Meal

9 oz.

C

INF

_
Hyde Park Golden

SWEET
1,20z
CORN.

•
---4).°1A
CHIPS

I% OZ.

Ig roll

Pringle

VE

—411°-1511.
1riski 4sair
ft

39
c

• Kerr-Reg. -3Doz.

TOILET

Pvrehasi

C

•
TOWELS

.Eit"r

•With
•
EIS1240.111i.

--TrNA

16 Oz

Hyde Park Decorated

69'
SAUCE
59'
- SUGAR - -rifkbox 39'
t JAR LIDS
sil(m
Open Pit
Barbecue

White
Cloud

SPRAY &
WASH

32 oz

ox.

$1 49

Lipton instant

Wed., Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
-Play 10th, 11th, 12th & 13th

Reynolds Heavy Duty
_ _79c
,80
FOR

Paradise

49'

305

49'

29 oz

Halves or Slices

Martha White
Self Rising

SALT

9-9 Mon-Sat., I-6 Sun.

Open 8-7 Mon-Thur
Fri and Sat. 8-8

WE GLARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Hyde Park

HydePark
Ice Cream

Bel-Air
Center

We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

Duncan Hones

MISS YOUR PAPER?
TICIPITed

Sped- $ Good
Through We., May 17

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 7514682

' Selowribers robe lowe net

•FILTERS
G4JARANTEEDFOR LIFE

rear bee

41:0W-11 .11.1%1719
31ric.coc111.14,
11E.63ric.4it,

C

Seoltest

ICE
CRUM

,Gal $169

Except Butter Pecan

.FOOD

12 oz.

3/$1

eW

Martha White Yellow

-

CORN :I
MEAL 7,

Juicy Florida

Fresh Cello

LEMONS

ORANGES

RADISHES

200 Size

Del Monte
1 lb. box
.41

5 lb

dr

bag99

6 as bog

1

89'

Crisp Cello

gal.

1 lb. bag

Meat Makes The Meal

10
'
I Red

CARROTS

Hyde Park

MILK

C

69

oz.

RAISINS

California or Sunkist

POTN
AToES

2/39

0 19
'

There
'
s No Finer Meat Than Ovum
'
s B

CHILDREN

MAIM
PLUS
MILY GROUP
MITIAITS

86e PORTRAIT
8x10

aNLGIA
.

U S Choice

ROUND
STEAK ..$1

19

U S Choice

U. S. Choice

U S Choice

SIRLOIN

SIRLOIN
TIP
),1 $189 ROAST

STITPEAK
U S Choice

CHICKEN
FRY
STEAK

$189
lb

'ROILEDRUMP
ROAST

$1 19
lb

DELI DELIGHTS
BAR-,B-0
$269
BEEF
Delo

ROAST
BEEF

Grade A Fresh

lb $
2
98

Er krich
CHICKEN

$

09

$89
BREASTS

I

BOLOGNA

ib

159

HOMO

Mad(HAM—

•Owns trees deopast hadignswila
011111141isko proms--- • Limit ow p. ••••••••. Me pro las*
dl
•.41111111mai portrvit• sesamble
11 roarmobit wenn —
wili1see
- SI 211 each
1,;•••11P••••

=

field
Counf

WIENERS.

01Pervireo woo0040"16eorteloweri•proof °r
ex:
eldo
.

NEW!
"DUO-IMAGE"
PORTRAIT
syslitobts at our low discount pr Kos
wwwirsw-

"WIWI

SP

$129

$109i lb

lb

Boneless

fvIe

SWfSS-v STEAK b

1 39

SALAD
Bar 8-0
- • •
POR
'Hoffman
Super.Shorp

CHEESE

Pt

129
•

'
,
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FOR RESULTS
Notice

NOTICE

It's A
Fact

DANCE
Friday Night
May 12,1978
Sat. Night

CUSTOMERS OF
DEXTER-ALMO HEIGHTS
WATER DISTRICT
'
Your Public Service Commission has requested
that the present water rates be published and they
are asfollows:
Monthly Rates
First 2,000 Gallons
$7.00 Minimum Bill
Next 3,000 Gallons
$2.00 per 1,000 Gallons
Next 5,000 Gallons
$1.25 per 1.000 Gallons
Next 10,000 Gallons
$1.00 per 1,000 Gallons
All Over 20,000 Gallons
75e per 1,000 Gallons

Vey 13,11178
Gene Woods

AMVETS

Ping-

Post No.45

2inches-$16.25
14 inches -$11.25
1 ineh -98.25
1/4 inch-$3.-25
This rate schedule is published for your inz
formation. If further details are necessary, please
contact the water district office.

.'
Wednesday s Puzzle Solved

Crossword Puzzler
DOWN

ACROSS

nano

Mel 13
PM
000 MIllf313
antiwar) annul
clana man
norm

1 Promptly
1 Piete of
. ICOUOCI
dinnerware
Note of
6 Seeded
mate
II Rubber on_.
.3 Snake
pencil
/2 Man Sname, 4.kthletic
group .
/4 A state
(appy_k_
SMstake.
72300301.111 noon
--'5-Voting'
MOM Gran
7 Exclamation
salmon
00000 0000000
- 17 Baseball
• a Emerged
victorious
teeth
000 UM01310
- 9 Sendlorth
18 Goal
G30Li LJOUL10 Wel
20 Antlered an- 10 Man S non*
11 Arabian
• prondim
44 Accomplishwhat
- merit. -• ctwellam---- 30 Abalone - - 23-Crayat
13
Shabby
32
Slaves
47
European
24 Sewing
case
,colioq )
_ 4 Portico
A/04,
4.
I a“glineig
28 mar 4 nick-Paciteds- 54 Pose to,
son
portrait
Riffle
38 CauSerway •
water
57 Preposition
21 Go by
29 Musical
40 Part of
58 Printer s
Gemridsition 22 Goes
. flower
measure
75 Mentai 1m31 Flexibly
41 Eel fisher.
60 Note of
ages
13 Cover with
Sea*
-44.0r
wils*
_ 2/Possesanve35 Dregs
36 Frothed
39 Wash lightly
3 4 5
9
6 7
42 Sun god
1
43 Fine Cr0ss
line on letter
45 Nerve net'
work

100

FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones.211 %soot
13th., phone 753-3128.
COLOR .PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any. site.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 52.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South.12th.,
,753-0035. Free parkinE
lot, use ,our rear entrance.

fire.
Polite

Roscoe
Iiikolance
llospital
Eutgati . ,

fr.

-WReaches
./Scot
50 Sodium
chionde

34

5' Neaventy

66d4
53 Dines
95 Pronoun
' 56 Lawmaking
body
59 Laborer
61 Monster
42 Misonistopneies

44

di
^6

111

Pis

58
b'
Door try Vented

The( mANMER.1-aciter,Y4INP TELL,* YOU THAT I
HATE L.051n46 ALL THE TIME

restore Symticets

Gallimoret

Restamel
Hazel, Ky.

MOTHER DAY Flowers
potted plants, corsages
arrangements. Free
delivery
in
city.
Jiianita's Flower, 7533880.

WHY THE
RESERVATION
AND
DE POSIT ?

DE POSIT

LEMONADE
AUTO CLEANap man good deal for
-right man Phone 753-- ZI93.

TIMIP MR SHY

NCO 1411REB100 NARS4 POOR
OA/SYS DOW441-44ERE OTYIANS
'-ER LIT:rLE mEART
7-44CD:IECES

415
16
(5

/ ,
••

0 •

110
4

H. '9

.311
\
N%,;:

,fo,"

Grre ,CAIP TEinik1
HAP 4160044c7
"4.444<2'
tirlTIVi
rir I"
,•
rrf4EY ("avi.,0)•

:-

UN .44E HO'
Ki4i IN THE

CAE I HATE 13 wer.410
)
.
APOLOGIZE TO r-A OC);_dc"

TrIwo.?

MFA Insurarv
that's wi.ol
trr.

in weal

SALESPERSON FOR
downtown retail store
Full and part time,
Experience pestred, but
will train In applying
give name, sex, marital
status in own handwriting Apply to P. 0.
Box 264X.
WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690%
PURCHtti4E DHO- TR11-7
-Parnifure Warehouse
needs salernen Apply in
person only: •
SOME ONETO MOWPattrray Nta9or yard.
oo an hour.
14
9-12
1-KKFA
Cali
-

Ronnie Ross
?RI nam - 753481

or

'ASSISTANT "

More

. ,mollager, p er with
-ftit,-niaten-P-verN
16
"
88' for • a ppointment
_
BRICK I AYER- bY
hour
or job. all 7511-4436 till 5
p.m. 4:16-5676 after
5

*

Evenings Call
kvi Kennon 1M5616
Bud Nall 753-4868
Don Tacker 153-1130
Pam Movity 753-8624

15 AOKI

FOUR HI
Custom r
436-5697

$11-911 air
- Wee

- thew

SEE
DON TUCKER
FOR THE
BEST BUYS
IN

sci7ri.

0016c..WITH'
A W-JOK

GO-613- 131

WE BUY A
air. conc
Electric,
- 1551.

Open:
Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

MOTHER WAS

WANTVI
land co
acres. P
preferri
within
Murray.
223, May

55 GALL
Thorntoi
Marble,
753-5719.

Concrete Products-Flower Boxes, Fountains, Bird Baths, Stepping Stones.

WRONG
Your mother said you'd never be able to find a
=-- goodhome for under $$5,000. You'll have to see to
believe this really comfortable 3 bedroom brick,
Also has 2 baths,
with approximately 1600
dratreeethroughouL dishwasher and built in.stove
are,,...amor3g the inaiiy extras.

STRAW
pick our
4895 ask

ii.oveAscr

Bidding Plants-Ornamental and Shade Trees-shrubs.

JUST LISTED
Lake home located in Pirates Cove Sub. With
boat ramp, golf course, swimming pool, tennis
court rights. This is a complete vacation dream
home package. Call us today tor more information.
LAKE FRONT CONDOMINIUM
Your vacation worries will be over when you see
this lake front condominium, its completely furnished and siltink Oa a Wooded shoreline lot
located in Keniana Subdivision.
EASY LIVING
It aint' hard to take this 2 bedroom mobile home
situated on a beautiful lake front lot located on
the main lake in Pine Bluff Shores. Call uatoday,
'
shown by appointment only.
TELLS
YOU
WHEN SOMEONE
"It's Better 'than New" you have your datibts,
and rightly! So, let us show you this brand new,
never been lived in, 3 bedroom deluxe country
home featuring approx. 2430 so. ft. Just minutes
from downtown Murray..
BIG GREEN THINGS
Surround this niiiver 3 bedroom home. Know
whatthey_are? They're TREES!. You'll love this._
heavily wooded lot. Bet you'll also love the large
living room and the kitchen with built-ins and the
his and her carport with storage and,and,and...
Give us a call so we can give you all the "ands!"

ADJUST)
form(

homes. I
el FA

Beautiful Hanging Baskets-Many Varieties.

PERSONS OF HIGH
moral character interested in singing with
a gospel quartet, to
perform at Nursing
Homes and at various
charity
other
organizations should
call 759-4600.

WE WLSH TO THANK our
friends, neighbors, and
relatives
for
the
beautiful flowers, cards,
food and 'words of
syMpathy -received inthe death of our mother
Mills. Our
Maud
special thaniff to Dr
Hugh Houston, Bro.
Kenneth Hoover, Bro.
O.D. :4cKendree,
singers. pallbearers,
and Niai
Churchill
Funeral Home._
The Miller Family

OUT,POCTOR?

tite
m•somraL
""
Irt

Also

3 Card Of Thanks

LET'S SEE.. IT
SAYS 'IOU ARE

--•••ft„

TOMATO and PEPPER plants -IV each.

Equal Opportiruty Employer

5 .

KOW DiP MY

Who financed
our new pick-up?

DON'T CLOWN'
AROUND I

L E moN ADC

PSYCHIATRIC
TEST TURN

Has opening for a
manager
swing
trainee. Must be 18 or
older. Must be:able to
work weekends. No
phone calls. Apply in
person only.

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries._ Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
•

L.05ING ILhilIW
E30714ERS.
TOO. 1:L/CS'

24t

UPaiii'iruz

GERANIUMS- 79' - While They last.
(Friday-Saturday-Sunday Only)

Employment opening for the following positions:
- Plant nurse: shift work
RN and Industrial nursing experience
desirable.
Clerk Typist: Excellent 4/pist • %with general
office experience. •
EDP Clerk: Typing experience with key punch
training desirable.
Excellent fringe benefits and pay with growing
company. Send confidential resume to P. 0. Box
32T, Murray,Ky.

ft• AleMerr

YOU'LL HAVE TO
MAKE A
RESERVATION -THAT WILL BE,,

-=----

HELP WANTED

a_

--

WE BM
homes.
West
Homes,

WOULD
scaffall
wagon.

FOUR SEASONS NURSERY
HWY 641- - ALMO,KY.
*Y SPECIALS
MOTHER/I:4
-

Sunday

153-5131

HOMEWORKERS-$500
CASH IN ADVANCE
FOR MAILING 1000
Circulars on our plan.
INFORMATION: $1 and
self-addressed stamped
Freedom
envelope.
20451,
Box
1827
Columbus OH 43220.

ERS OF WEST
KENTUCKY...
now
berve--Greup-exeess-Major
Medical
available. . . Family
rates under $80.00 per
year. This plan is coadministered and endorsed by the Major
midwestern Livestock
Exchanges. For information on this new
group insurance
program call or write to
BENNETT
AND
ASSOCIATES,P.O. Box
946, Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-1486.

Has opening for new
ernproyees full time
or part time, male or
female for day and
nights. Must be able
to work weekends, no
others need apply.
No phone calls. Must
be 18 or older. Apply
in person only.

Dimas;

Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Times

& Auto
Chestnut St
753-71

REPORTED
IM MEDIATELY SO PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOT/FY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

PICTIE MOM
111111
Wok oholiplie II WI
feta ikiikelknot Caw bit alma
Pied addl. Pik* PIM fel
k 314
Aim Swim lw

10 Business Opportunity

12 Insurance

EXPERIENCED
CLEANUP help needed.
Excellent pay. Call 753,6038.
ALL AROUND TIRE
work. Above average
pay, fringe benefits,
hospitalization. If you
want to work, come see
Max Keel,801 Coldwater
Rd. 7 am-5 p.m.

10. Business Opportunity
FIR SALE OR LEASE
Commercial metal
building 88 X 40. Gas
heat, Located at 406
Sunbury Circle. For
further information call
753-0839 or 753-5287.

-

FINISH
CARPENTER:
and carpenter helper.
Po not apply on
sliturday. Custom Built,
753-0984.

Mother's Day

Social

Murray Home

6. Help Wanted
I ERLY
WANT I
gentleman that is able to
fix meals and do light
housekeeping to be a
live in companion to an
elderly gentleman.
..Starting May 17. Call
7534008 after 4 p.m.

We Will Be Serving

___

-

Repair
CI us

153-14-41
753-1621
753-6952
753-9331

Sochi!
753-1535
Cankaleasbe
Care
7N3-6622
Nee Crtrol . 753-751$
Sitar Citizen . 753Ø - 1531M
WS%tat
753-22ES

DOO

,Ady•rtis•rs
requesrerl to check trisi
first knot-non of ads for
corr•cticip.
This
n•wspopeor
will
I)*
responsible for only-on.
incorrect Insortron ANY
ERROR
BE
SHOULD

WANTED PART TIME
male night clerk at
motel. Send resume to
Box 32S.

TIME
YOUR NEED
PART
is our
concern. Needline, k53.-.... BABYSITTER in my
6333.
home. Call 767-4785 or
767-4778.

If You
Need Them:

nn.memaem
mann mon cce
com mem man
O 130013 31:70C113

For.
Storm Window

A M FuT IOUS
people
looking for full or part
time opportunity. Excellent profit sharing
plan. Call 759-1370.
•

.,
4
4
0,
opk.4

Near Paris Landing
State Park.

BIBLE FACTS INC.- In
. Ezekiel 8: 15-18 the Lord
says he will deal in fury
and not have pity upon
those whp worship the
sun. Jermiah *8:2 tells
what happens to those
who worship the host of
the heavens. Newly
dedicated Sun Pay, May
3rd,dominated local and
national news without
any thanks to the sun's
creator, God. Bible
study anytime, 759-4600.
•

HELP 'WANTED- at
Majestic Steak House.
Waitresses and cooks,
night shift. Apply in
person Olympic Plaza,
N. 12th.

Check
Your
Ad :*

We have more gifts
for Mother at the Boontry Kitchen, Starks Hotdwore, 12th and Poplar.
Always free gift *Tap-

Connection Charges -$300.00
Meter Charges: ,

2 Notice

- Safi
•
U
• W.111Were
Weed
• D Mir
-INS
• lire 1
Dere P
• S Mixt
Phis Fre. le
Pips Our Fri
PsOw Fr,
Semi 1195
rer
JIM DO
kin 3. Pik I
3

SMOKE
notionally
brand. Bs
and inch
Refrigera
12th.

SCRAP CA
rolls, $1
pound. 7
Candy Co

elamminimmi

Mini Wor 14' x
large ei
house fu

TOWN!
TODAY, TOMORROW & FOREVER
You can be happy in this spaciously and artistically designed modern frame home, tucked
away in a quiet-de-peacefiaisetting. Just minutes
from Murray, near Coldwater, this 3 bedroom
home is equipped with many extras, large and
plentiful closets, extra size bedrooms, 2 baths,
huge 22' x 42' his and her garage with workshop.
Surrounded by beautiful pine trees.
UKE LOTS
7 Choice commercial lots in Pine bluff, sold
separately or in one package deal. Call today for
more information.
LAKE AREA
Package deal, 2 homes for the price of one located in lake area close to Hamlin. Sitting on a
large, better than an acre, lot with black top
frontage.
RENT MONEY IS SPENT MONEY
For the thrify, a good starter home,a most tempting buy and hard to beat at the price. This is a
.- home you can fancy- up to live in, rent Or resell.
Located on 16th Street just North of 121 Bypass,
has extra large lot and in a good location.
WHERE THERE'S SMOKE
. . There's a fireplace, and your sure going to
enjoy it in this spacious 3 bedroom brick home
located in Lake Forrest with 13x20 paneled
family room with fireplace equipped with efficient heatalator tied into Central heating unit
for those low -coat heating bills, large carport
with storage-, 14 x 30 bricked workshop - sitting
on 3large wooded lots.

CALL 753-4342
TODAY
r,
•
I.
DONALD R.

TUCKER
REALTOR

III
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TERNS: Fi
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1. 49 Acre
2. 135 Ma:
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4.6Ft.131
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antiques.
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antique it
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15 betides For sale
WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West
End
Mobile
Homes. 442-1918.

FAS-$500
ItDVANCE
.ING 1000
our plan.
.ON: $1 and
.43 stamped
Freedom
20451,
Fl 43220.

ADJUSTABLE DRESS
form Call 753-6147

WOULD LIKE tobacco
scaffalds or scaffold
wagon. Call 753-9328.

nanced
pick-up?

.urarr
vh.o1
e
i !trkr
.
r•••• Or

S
,1
7

Ross
- /941111

OBS.

AIN

(ER

fS

KELVINATOR
refrigerator and Hotpoint under the counter
dishwasher. Call 7594868.
OSTER Model 10 electric
clippers with Number 1
and 30 blades. Slightly
used. Call 489-2745
between 8 a. m. and 2
p.m.

15 Articles For Sale

BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUE
organ, oak wood. Will do
furniture
refinishing.
Hubert Coles Antique
Shop, 492-8714.
ARIENS RIDING lawn
mower. Six h.p. Excellent condition. Also
yard swing, Call 753-3270
after 3 p.m.

ONE HEAVY
Duty
wagon with bed and
sides. Ellis Popcorn Co.,
753-5451.

19

When Yoe Think Of

8' TUFLINE wheel disc_
Like new. Call 753-9328.

Yale...Thlsk

-V- irtirrtftioriviot
West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
441 N.

753-44n

18 Sewing

26. Tit Radio

NOTICE

FREE

Call Nights 753-7618

DINING TABLE and six
chairs. Call 436-5881
after 6 p.m

- AUCTION
BOWUJORREAL ESTATE

and ar, tucked
minutes
iedroom
rge and
2 baths,
)rkshop.

JAMES R. CASH, AUCTIONEER
IltWILSON HOME PLACE, one mile east of Lynnville on Hwy.
94

if, sold
co:lay for

of one Ling on a
lack top

1971 FORD F350, 1 ton,
360 V-8, four speed, 8' X
12' Parkhurst bed, 3'
wood sides, 40,000 miles.
Call 753-7805 after 6 p.m.
BEAT THE RUSH and
save money. Two used
combines, 660 Case and
Massey Ferguson. Two
full blocks of used
equipment. Must be sold
this week to reduce
inventory. Murray Ford
Tractor, 520 South 4th,
7594895. Open till 6:30
p.m. until 10 p.m.
ONE CASE Baler, one
MF hay rake, one hay
conditioner, one 2 axle
steel trailer. Call 4928159.

•

*-

Saturday, May 13, 1978
at 1030 A.M.

TERNS: Fqm equipment and household goods, CAR
SAIL
1. 49 Acre farm with good house and outbuildings.
2. 135 Massey Ferguson tractor bought new ha 1970(extra sharp)
3. Plow - 2-14" Massey Ferguson spring trip piew
- 4. Ft. Burch,3 point hitch, disc, brackets,sealed bearings.
5.2.rn* spring*Ink c'd.41910f.
e & One row spring shank cultivator 7. 4 Wheel rubber tire farm trailer, with sides
8. Milk cans, fence posts, lumber,hand corn sheller and other misc barn yard
antiques.
9. Household items, table, chairs, coffee tables, dresser, chest, bed- and several
antique Items.
•

WIN111•1111111111116.

Abe.
Will Sell: wash kettle, showcase from Farris
Grocery, 2 kerosene lamps, sewing rocker, 3
spindle back dining thettg;-trit-nTirepowder ler,
old quilts, 'crock jug, 2 wicker chairs, dinette
table and 4 ladder back chairs, livingrnagn suit,
vinyl recliner and 'stool, viicuurn Cleaner,
sweeper, artificial fireplace and lighted logs,
bedroom suit, floor bufferflarg, beveled mirror,
old radio, chest of drawers, elec. helle triminerf; twin bed, dehumidifer, platform rocker;
pressure sprays, end tables, feather beds,2 bets
stainless, drum table, sewing items. odd
dishes,pots, pansandlowol PHOTINPESPII mit • - •
Not responsible for accidents, detailed an.
Attale,itatoOp

nor:IN information and all.you si01011 needs
call:

Want To Rent
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath house. With or
without option to buy.
No children or pets. Call
Fillingham
753-5986
evenings.
31

NEED TWO bedroom
apartment, for 2 male
Christian
college
stadents. Willing to
, work
26 TV Radio
and
need
reasonable rates. Call
REPOSSESFD
Zenith
767-2206 or 759-1749.
stereo c-sole. -Take
over payients. $17.00
BEDROOM
month. Calk Goodyear THREE
HOUSE on city school
753-05* befre 6 P.m.
bus route. Contact -B111Page, 753-3672.
19" COLOR C. E. portable. 197" •loseout $20
month, c,,,1 Goodyear THREE TO FOUR
bedroom farm or city
753-0595 befOre 6 pm.
home to rent. Call 7531250 ext. 218.

Saturday, May 13

TERMS: 49 acre farm; 6% dcivin iate-isiie:balance on delivery of deed within;
30 days.

going

'JO Sow& IN%
urn 75,34114
iiisiness Over
30 Years
lifted By EPA

Cheery Cower Is ssIllsi ref We uS isulucs r retire at the
Me Aubrey limb Moe dive 5 aim Iran/Awn.
11 INI New
tiFk(. 121) is, *wily P. 14 A. AI-Imudlately feNowlas tite miro of the L & II (rocs/I-ran or

et tank_

This is a
or resell.
Bypass,

Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
8 Pest
Control

AUCTION

1 -

32 Apartments For Rent

SISSONS ZENITH May TWO FURNISHED
1
Sale, 25" color T. V. with
_bedroom, air condition
automatic color control
apartments. One for
FORD TRACTOR FOR
and electronic tuner for
summer school at $125,
Sale. Pilaw, disc and
$499.95 with trade. One
plus
electric
and
cultivator. Good conyear free service. We
deposit. One available
dition. Call 489-2424.
sell the best for less.
now. $100 plus electric
•
Sissons Zenith Highway
and deposit. Call 753MASSEY
FERGUSON
94,18 miles West of
7243.
hay baler. 10Series.-Call---Murray. Call 382-2174.
:)!
FOR RENT furnished
20. Sports Equipment
apartment. No pets.
ONE HOME STEREO,
Near University. W. G.
1977 JET BOAT, 19'
$400. Call 753-7413.
Cutchin, 1504 Chestnut,
Apollo 454 Chevy. Call
753-3264.
527-3984 days and 354-FISHERMANS
8065 nights.
PARADISE; NeONE
BEDROOM
Mobile hdme and lot.
75 H.P. Q boat motor. 15'
apartment with kitchen,
Cheap. Call 436-2733.
boat and trailer. One
'bath on Miller Ave. One
pair beagle pups. Mac
block from campus. Call
tool box and tools. Call 78 MODEL Pioneer SX
753-4453.
753-9629 after 7 p.m.
650 receiver. Two CS
34 Houses For Rent
66G three way speakers.
15' FIBERGLASS boat, 28
Suggested retail price NICE HOUSE four miles
hp Johnson motor.
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
East. City water GarElectric start Trailer.
Call 753-4641 days, 753den. Couple. No 'pets.
$500. call 759-1054.
3724 after 5.
References. Call 7537551.
27. Mobile Home Sales
LARGE SIZE tricycle.
Never been outside!.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
Like new. $15. If in- 1973 MOBILE HOME 14 x
in the country. Utility,
64, 2 bedroom, central
terested, can be seen
carpeted,
garden.
air and heat. Washer
907 Vine.
Marrieds
onlyand dryer. ParElY furreferences a must,
Price
nished.
Nice.
MUST SELL 27 Apollo
deposit and month's rent
jet boat, one new, -ans -- $7250. Phone 753-2762.
in advance. Available.
demonstrator. One
June 1. Call 492-8594
equipped 460 Ford
10 ACRES 12 x 64 mobile
after 5:30 p.m.
engine, one equipped 454
home, outbuilding.
Chevrolet engine. WO
_Private country area. HOUSE
OR APART-warranty.
Edwards
Call 753-8563.
MENT near downtown
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
Murray. Call 753-4109.
Benton, Ky. 527-1436
1372 TRAILER and or lot.
days, 527-8814 nights.
36. For Rent Or Lease
Call 753-8113.

ONE CRAFTSMAN 5 h. p. HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
STRAWBERRIES. Will
riding mower and one
Needleart Shoppe, Fax
pick ourselves. Call 759RCA color portable T. V. Meadows, South 16th
4895 ask for Frank.
Both excellent con- Street. Must sell my
entire
stork
dition, Call 751-4121after
of
WANTF.D TO RI IV ti
IJIED_PORTABLE-G--1E.
5 p.m.
air conditioner. $15.00
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
land contract 15 plus
month. Call Goodyear
worsted weight and
acres. Partially wooded
FREEZER BEEF Choice
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
sports weight yarns at ...
preferred. Must be
grain fed-aged beef.
1:12 price, to make room
within 15 minutes of
Front coierter,79 cents a
bRAW DRAPES green
for my new line of
Murray. Write P. 0. Box
pound, whole or half 89
unlined with pins. Two
Brunswick Yarns in
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
cents a pound, hind
80" X 84" and one 96" X
both wool and acrylic, in
quarter, 99 cents a
84". Call 753-3398.
worsted weight and
G60
-0- USED MOBILE
pound hanging weight. sports weight. Now in
homes._ ca11_ 0
.27-8322.
Food stamps accepted. 'stock - many new kits
TWO WHEEL TRAILER
15 Articles For Sale
We also do custom
with good tires, and
and pattern books in
slaughtering.
Paris
spare tire. $50. Call 436crewel and cotton
• FOUR HORSE trailer.
Meat'Processing, 6421
2652.
embroideries, retch
Custom made. $600. Call
8201 off 641. One mile
hook, needlepoint
436-5697
CAP FOR PICKUP truck,
North of Paris on old
knitting and crochet.,
8', $50. Call 759-1054.
Murray Road.
tablecloths,
Stamped
55 GALLON DRUMS,
napkins and quilt tops,
Thornton Tile and
one carat
baby or fingering yarn.
Marble, South 9th. Call? LADIES
REFRIGERATORS
diamond
ring,
Tiffany
Full line of accessories
753-5719.
setting. Call between 4-6 (5)
-for each needleart.
p.m. 753-6218.
WE BUY AND SELL used
Almond colored 21 cu.
Needlepoint lessons ft.7frost fret, textured
air conditioners bill
cost of materials only.
EVERY MAKE electric
Electric,753-9104or 753steel, 2 door side by
Information call 7531551.
carpet shampooer does
side $519.00
- -3855.
a better job with famous
19. Farm Equipment
Blue Lustre. Western
Harvest Gold, 20 cu.
•
TN
OF
$3.15 NITS ALL
CULTIVATOR, 3 point
Auto, home of "Wishing
ft., 2 door, side by side
Need Perry
1hitch, two row. Two
Well Gift Shop."
$486.64
1 - lAteely Masi
wheel utility trailer, 5 x
22 Musical
1-Dee& Igor
12 X 65 TWO bedroom, 2
1 - tarp Peaty sag.
10, 48" high with tarp.
N REFRIGERATORS Harvest Gold, 21.8 cu.
bath, central heat int1 WW 11.114.1 Posey
WANTED RESPONCall 753-1261.
-I. w. h. Ponies
ranging from $50-$100.
ft., 3 door,$508.38
air.
$5200. Call 753-7494
SIBLE
party
to take
• Before IPSO ag
Two dinette sets with 6
or 753-9378.
- WNW= Mid
over small monthly
FOR
TOBACCO
SALE
1- D N Pausay 25r'.
chairs. Two old kitchen
White, 18 cu. ft., texpayment on 6 months old
- 1961 Psalm(ac)
and tomato sticks. Call
10 x 50 Mobile home. 2
cabinets one with meal
tured steel door,
•Imre 1/44-1flimil
Wurlitzer piano. J and B
489-2126.
Owto Peery
and flour bin. One stack
bedroom. Call 753-5352.
freezer acrosi top.
Music, 753-7575
1-SMkt Pomp- 25 yrs.
washer and dryer,
$508.79
MOS Moo two $
30 FERGUSON tractor,
PIN Our Free Gift
12 x 60 FLEETWOOD, 3
humidifier, washer and
BALDWIN PIANOS and
bushog and disc. All in
Mos Our Fres Brochure
bedroom, 2 baths, fully
dryer,- Several old
Harvest Gold, 15 cu.
organs, used pianos.
$owd $3.15 NW .25 Postage
good condition. Call 901carpeted, 40' awning,
sewing machines, deep
ft., 2 door, freezer
I,onardo Piano Co.
to:
247-5296.
concrete patio unfreezer, several black
across top. $353.16
Across from Post Office,
JIM MINN° & CO.
laita f, Ms Nit Viemmont Mop
IN
•
sncs
and whitiml. V.s, 100
NOW
derpinned, storm
Paris, TN.
TOBACCO STICKS
P.1/1611
straps, fine quality
school siNT number -or
cents each. Seised;
illontgomery
WURLITZER Spinet
other household items.
furniture, almost new.
dressed on 2 sides. Call
Ward
piano. Excellent conBaldwin electric organ,
Cash register. Call 759=SMOKE DETECTORS,"
James Sills 753-4120.
Uncle Jeff's Shoppers;
dition. $950., cag, 753.
25" Zenith color TV,
4895 until 10 pin.
tionally
advertised
Center-753-I9BS,
7553.
central heat and Carrier
brand. Battery operated
INTERNATIONAL 806
MANS DIAMOND ring
and included. Rowlang
refrigerator air system.
tractor,
five 14" semi
16 Home Furnishings
•
' one-third carat, yellow
t Refrigeration, 110 South
Everything goes inMounted plows. 12 ft.
12th.
-geld. Call 759-1231.
cluding lawn mower.
Private
Krause disc. Call 753COUCH, MATCHING
Barbeque outfit, garden
coffee table and two end
3090.
Guitar
SCRAP CANDY and log
G. E. WASHER and, tables,
tools, etc. $10,850 firm.
dishwasher,
Lessons
rolls, $1.00-$1.50 per
dryer. Used 3 months.
Available May 15. Call
velvet headboard bed.
FOR SALE 300 gallon
All
pound. 7 to 5 daily Ky.
Styles
-Any Age
Sell
together
-753-7897.
or
Call after 6 p.m: 753water tank, Derbon 6'
Candy Co. Alino.
separate. Call 753-2200.
.0111fild:
8751.
mowing machine. Call
29. Motile Home Rentals
436-2149.
Moat,Fisher
MOBILE HOMES and
HOTPOINT refrigerator
At
mobile home spaces for,
' freezer across top. TD18 INTERNATIONAL
GilICIEIS Music
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Excellent condition.
dozer. Good condition.
1411 ANN,Savvy, Ky.
Call 753-3280.
Also dog house. Call 753Call 1-898-3429.
753)545
4303.
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28! x 24'
30 Business Rentals
or 14' x 24'.. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
NEW TANDEM axle
HOSPITAL BED com23 Extermisating
CLEAN t..tr SHOP for
large enough for almoat any job. Ideal for a
trailer. 16' long with 2'
plete with mattress.
rent. Also for sale nice
house full of furniture.
dove tail, 8' wide. Call 1• Rail and tray. $75.00.
„topper for El Camino.
898-3429.
Call 436-5394. Call

111

to
ck home
paneled
with efLing unit
carport
- sitting

Farm Equipment

16 Home Furnishings

.

Auctioneers )
Bob(Frosty)-Miller
-Terry SleWdealor
492-8594
436-5223
iienninniummos.

32 Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT nice furnished apartment. May
be seen 100 South 13th.
DUPLEX
2 bedroonr"
range, refrigerator,
washer dryer hookup,
carpet, Call 753-8096'.
ONE SMALL trailer and
one small apartment on
waterfront lots. Blood
River Subdivistbn. Call
, 436-2427.
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
APARTMENTS South
Extended,
Broad
ApMurray, Ky.
plIc5tionr1ftils' being
taken for new one, two
and • three bedroom,
Section VIII Bud subsidized apartments
Occupancy available 3080 days. Call 753-8668
Ask for Brenda Jones.
opportunity
Equal
housing.

_
Nom*
=gas'

38 Pets Supplies

41. Public Sales

AKC
MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies,
champion blood lines.
$60 to $75 each. Call 1527-9700.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 13i
10:00 A.M. Rain or
Shine. LOCASOrt: At
be end of North 8th
Street on Highway 45
North, near the south
end of the PaducahBrookport
Bridge,
Paducah, Kentucky.

PUPPIES 'TO LOVE.
Chow-chows, -Scotties,
Pekingese, Pugs. Pekin
Ducklings, $3.00. Gerbals, $2.00 Hours 9-6
daily, closed Sunday.
Paradise Kennels, 7534106.

MACHINERY, TRUCKS, MILL
EQUIPMENT,
it
•• t
TORS, SHOP EQUIPMENT,
WM & PUMPING PARTS
eau earrown. Frick gang saw
with live roller and automatic
dump; 250 H. P. U. S. motor
with pulley and belts;
Bradley 550 H. P. starter;
deck, motor and gear
reducer, slab conveyor fait
gang saw with gear
motor; model 228 'Mawr
Jack log sludder, in good eciew
dition, 48 in. Fulham
per, recently overhauled
H. P. Brook motor and pulley;
150 H. P. reducer starter;
Hanchettr band saw grinder
with stand; Comet radial arm
power saw, air operated; heft
tightener; BOO amp disconnect; 100 ft roller conveyors;
single axle log trailer.
35.0 CASE INONT4NO LOADER
WITS POW,[Rattan COW
ENTION •
=OM 1970 2 ton Chevrolet
cheat van with tuck-away

COCKER, SPANIEL
4603.
WANT TO BUY male red
miniature Dachshund or
male
chihuahua.
Needed badly as pet (or
crippled girl whose dog
was ran over: Call 7594895 ask for Frank.
REGISTERED
Beagle
male, good rabbit dog.
Also puppies. $15.00
each. Call Ed Bray 7537126.
"N
40. Prodtice
PICK
-COLLEGE FAME rd

Vinidggreemiteill

Cbenlist plaimili=
tow lift.twilit vas

' STRAWBERRIES
7 A. M. daily. ODe
mile
West - of
Calloway High.

MAWR a NO rem Truck_
ONO M Myers well parts and
fittings; 17 new hydraulic
punms; Rigid pipe dies.
100 ELECTRIC MOTORS

'753-4498

P.Tosso cr.

IMP ellitemai

Calmly Cs. H. S.
-Grumbles,

31 Liwestock Supplies

41. Public Sales

WANTED HORSES to
board on 75 acres. For
more information call
474-2754.
BULLS FOR SALE,
performance tested half
and three-quarter blood
Simmental and MaineAnjou bulls. Only the
very best performance
bulls selected from over
1,000
performance
tested cows are being
offered for sale. Broad
Bent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.
42211, Phone days
5182.

AUCTION
123 Acre Farm
III

lielkatANNIIIINest 1 U. air wrench;
duty 'bop griunder;
tack: lathe machine tooter
electrical switch boxes; hand
tools; grinder rocks; rolls of
cable; heavy-duty rubber
hose; I lot belts; air -CYlinders; pulleys; link chain;
heaters, blowers, fans; 2 large
fuel tanks, 1 with pump; tool
boxes; new metal trailer
awning; upholstery material;
2 office desks; several file
cabinets; National cash
register; metal shelving; lots
of scrap iron; and.. many,
many other items too
numerous to toontion.
. This is a Welton
• of
machines,
motors,
tools and
merchanidse.

TOMATO PLANTS
FOR SALE
141:00 - 2:30 P. M.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spats
For Rent
753-4758

YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. Glassy/are,
antiques, quilt tops,
clothes
and
miscellaneous. Just off
Airport Road in Spring
Creek Church road.
Watch for signs. Call
753-4066.

•

TIews Cash
460was: H.S. Wimberly Sr.
Charles W.Shelton,
Auctioneer

YARD SALE, Saturday
May 13. 9 a.m.,te-4 p.m.
1604 Magadlia. Desk,
clothes- sizes 8-22,
,criaCrame items, odds
and ends. 1955 Chevy
pickup, $275. May see
Saturday afternoon.

C. W. Shelhin
Real Estate
& Auction Co.
alirefold, ly. 41/K6

AUCTION
Dairy Cattle
Saturday, May 20, 10:00 A.M.

AUCTION
Machinery

Rain or Shine
Location: Thomas E. Murphy farm on Highway 339, PI miles south of
Fancy Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy are retiring and offering you the opportunity to purchase
this fine 123 acre dairy farm, dairy cattle, and equipment at public auction.

.4

:
4
1t,
1

Ilk

'
•

123 ACRE FARM IN 4 TRACTS
• ITSrcao i300
h1 . ane 100
2. ,
. 13woo
a beautiful hilltop building lots on good blacktop road with ttiis.
matuie shade
and
Tract 3: Approximatety 60 acres bottom land in high state of cultivation
with excellent drainage lots of road
frontage on 2 blacktop roads
Tract 4: This 60 acre tract includes a good 1 'it story frame home a grade A mils bare
stock barn machinery
shed silo and many °Met improvements fenced cross-fenced and sowed IS peernanent
pasture Everything
you need for a successful dairy operation
NIACTS WILL RE SOLI/SEPARATELY AND THEN ocrtRED AS A COMBINATION
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT;
Ford 5000 diesel Ford 3000 diesel 44 Ford plows 10 It wheel disc 6 ft
cycle :Mier New Holland ill
ch
,oggr with 2 heads New Holland 473 Haybine 6 tt grader blade_
2 roe ford pianter 2 row ford
celtrvator Sperry Rand 510 manure spreader lobs Deere manure spreader
let 3 pt post dryer 1 tractor
post hole ibises PTO seeder 6 ft bush hog eaSv flow 4 wheel wagon.
2 !Owl trailer, Rooliolland Wag
plower front end loader for 3008 wiTh manure forks 250
cedar Posts 4 rojN barb wee roll 39' American
.laut.,electrir fence charger chain saw Miller 225 welder '50
model ford 2 ton truck 51 Chen pickup IP
woe. 11 bales round orchard grass & fescue hay
water & feed troughs log chain, rope nuts bolts hand
toots and lots of mist items
HDLSTE I WahlSY CA TR -41KNIN
20 producing cows-10 Wen artificiady breit.11 epee heifers

SWISS
"8"This

willk
inials
6"1"
Breit

ri
ered
irm"ctstraPrigrum

"1"1" *WI" 14.1 herd Ile

us

'it"

TERMS- Real Estate 10% down day of sale. Balance within 30 days
Owner will consider financing Call
auctioneer for details Personal property cash.
POSSESSION Land with deed Hoes. within 30 days from deed
Contact airdrome, to are this property Or to help with financial
arrangements

OWNER: Mt. and Mil. Maim E. liurphy
.....- • Annowncemenh day of sale lake precedence over 'mites matter.

---„Geraid Easley - Auctioneer
3021. Broadway 247 7144

•••• „
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43 Real Estate

41 Public Sales

41.Public Sales

CARPORT SAL'E. Friday
Saturday. 9-5
and
Children clothes and
toys. Womens clothers
miscellaneous
and
items. 513 Shady Lane.
SALE,
CARPORT
Thursday and Friday.
On Pottertown Road_
About Li mile from
Donna's Grocery.
SALE,
CARPORT
Saturday II a.m. 507
Tent
South • 7th.
jjjç
YARD. SALE, at 1401
main Street. Kitchen
table, stove, freezer,
desk, Itrnps, -cifatrs,
toys, vases, pedestals
and much more. On
Friday from 9 until 5.

TWO PARTY Moving
Sale, Saturday, My 13.
8 a.m -5 p.m. 503 groad.
household
Furniture,
items, tent, clothing,
miscellaneous. Rain or
Shine.
GARAGE SALE. Friday,
Saturday.1713
Johnson Blvd. Off Doran
Rd. Maternity, baby and
children'clothes, frames
and pictures.
YARD SALE. Friday
and Saturday. 8•6 p.m.
121 just North of Stella
on Coldwater Rd. Old
and new glass, clothes,
flowers, hundreds of
items in case of rain
held following weekend.
43 Real Estate

"BOYD-MAJOISmil
REAL ESTATE
153-8980
- P5attetbsa.t.SerAwt.is With the Frtrfielly Touch'

641 N.,-Only 4.5 miles
from Murray, this
smart 3 bedroom; 2
bath By., situated on
3 acres. Central electric heat and air, cardraperies,
peting,
quality appliances in
harvest gold and
double garage. All this
for only $38,100. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

HE BEST OF TWO
WORLDS... large
home
comfortable
located on 8 acres in
County -4 bedrooms, 2'4
baths, family room plus
walk-out basement
...approx. ssoq n Ft.
Let us show you this
one LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
RENTAL PROERTY GOOD INVESTMENT
- Don't miss out on this
great rental property.
House is divided into 2
apartments with
another garage apartment also. Gas heat is
an economic feature,.
large 85 x 351 lot with
lots of nice trees. Phone
KOPPERUD REALY,
753-1222 for more information.

OPBUSINESS
LOTS FOR ALL 0cA
PORTUNITY
THREE PARTY • YARD
casions. We have listed
young growing business
Air
9-?
Friday
Picturesque
Sale.
lots for the vacationers
located in one of
condition,. furniture,
3 Acres
new
Murray's
in Lakeway Shores,
'
shopping
shoes, clothing,- toys
with nice large 2
Owner would
centers.
Pine
Bluff
Ken
and
curtains, stereo, more
bedroom
aluminum
like an offer. Phone
Shores Estates. Or if
items too numerous to
siding home, has wallREALTY,
.KOPPERUD
you
are
interested
in
mention on N. 16th Ext.
to-wall carpet, storm
733-1222.
building in town, lake a
windows and doors,
look
at
the
lot
we
ahve
GARAGE SALE,.Friday
air-conditioner,
new
listed a 1514 Oxford
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
and Saturday 9:30 a.m
water heater. Has new
Drive
in
this
tree-shaded
street
is
Canterbury
Furniture, antiques,
well and pump, large
3 bedroom brick ranch
Subdivision. Let us show
lots of miscellaneous.
workshop and double
you
borne
these
Just
fine
waiting
lots
for
or
1617 Sunset.
garage. Has recently
any other lots listed with
your family. Fully
been renovated and is
the
carpeted
throughout,
Multiple
_
Listing
NiCi VING__SAIX-toola,In tip tap condition.
Service. Call Jabs C.
home has living room,
house hold item, an-Located -on Hwy. No.'
Neubauer, Realtor,.753-.
dining room, large den
nques, refrigerator and
732,3 miles from Hwy..
0101 or 505 Main Stand abundant storage.
more. 94 East to 732. 6.5
94 East. Don't wait too
Priced at only $31,900.
miles to Boatwright
long on this one
BASEMENT--.21.440---Pholie-HOPPERUD
Road. - wectnes-da-y
Choke
CONCRETE
block
REALTY 733-1222 or
through Saturday. 94.
baildiag. Sealsid----Anzarne--by-our eon-$ Acres
GARAGesmi. Lots of
painted. Call J.• veniently located oftice,
on Hwy. No. 1828, 3
Ritate11 4113-141.
in the White House
miles west of Midway.
APeby furniture- -mid
Building, 711 Main for • Has good building site
Reins, clothes all sixes, _
all your real estate
and extra, good land.
. prom dresses. 40"
needs.
Guy Spann Realty
electric stove. Hoover
Buyer gets l'3 of this
'Vow Bey Pimple
sweeper and more
years crop.
In Rmal Estee'
Friday 8 a.m-? Saturday
753-7774
till noon. 1504 Hermitage
Waldrop Realty
liberrery., K
lei Sycamore
Place
In Business
Since /956"
753-5646
7534724

r

-

e

•

Guy Spann
Realty

liornbuckk's Barber Shop

OPER WEEKDAYS
1-1
MN
*Hospital
ClOSED ON THURSDAY'S
Calls
Calls
& Sal 1-1 30
•Shaves
Cuts
*Hair
209 Walnut Street
• 4
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prom0-service next day, 753-3685 *House

and

night appointments.

'Exciting Real Estate Careers
Excellent opportunity to join established real
estate firm now opening in Murray. Come grow
with Gallery Of Homes. Prefer person with real
estate experience in this area, but will consider
trainee if properly qualified otherwise.
For _Confidential Interview Call
John Smith, Realtor
1402442-9345

Point Sales

BRUNING PAINT COMPANY
Has sales career opportunity in West Tenn.Ky. Established territory. Quality line at Cornpetetive prices. Back with full advertising and
merchandising support. Salary plus bonus, comply ear, expenses and fringe benefits. Record
otaales in paint hardware or building supplies is
preferred. Send resume to
Wil Ihrtaison
&wing Paild Co.
P.O. Box 1103
Indianapolis, Ind. 46206

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Flamed end reedy lip to 17 w 74. Also born style, offices, consorts,
niciiirle home letiii, end potties. or U BUILD, pre-ce completely faddy
to assemble up to 74 z 60 INY tlie best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

V.

Mother's Day Special

43 Real Estate

w.
Professional er. ices
With The Friendly Touch'

Looking For A Lake
View? Here it is!
Mobile home has added utility room and 3
porches. All furniture,
appl's and freezer.
Central heat and air
conditioning. Wooded
lot with lake view-boat
ramp privileges. Only
$19,500. Must Be Seen:
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

LAKE
LAKE
THE
SHOW... enjoy the
changing season from
.this lovely lake view
home. 3 bedroom brick,
den with fireplace, large
utility or hobby room.
Now's the time to make
your move. Priced in
the 30's LORETTA
JOBS' REALTORS, 7531492

fwff $1001.

'2

I
.

--

Make -it a special d_a_y_for" Mom with a_Publi( Declaration of: Bea utiful
4 mike-vent ht.
your k)ve thaPshe Can ttrasurgibreyer..
..
,-• : --SiteCarmel citurch• 2
of 14na.-Itri pet:
Extrac
olfile-s..6-.1-ih'ilifir14i- y-f:e4ger
l-&- rime
-Im
-a
-3r he'
alased't adla
Feet for yiu If you en07 Wild life Very
:
at the ifurray Ledgei&'Vines after Mother's Day. ;
'
: /private
an,' priced to
*
Only
4,000 BoYdsell.
i All %tether's Day ads.will run Saturday May 13, 19.78.
* Ma'am Real
Eidate,
* 145 N
4.-******************1*******************************

I

QUALITY
REA
S27.1488 - 7531E125
:A1111L,LCX•Pf

SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Kentucky Lake. Over 500 ft
frontage on county road.
Can be financed. 4362473.

Now list* in Moods. Gross
Atm. 3 bedroom Mid on 4
env 1st. Odom bus bollt-io
cook-too, *von. Intro largo
- 6
leery rook troiSto-woll carHOME, BUSINE-414,_
PPM 141r14 rdN 414., .111i
hoiraospod yord sIlk n kma
boat. 'This could be the
wain maid work ilod: Aid
place you are looking for
ham h•reedy is awn hies
- Property is zoned for
bin best Ws.Priced Reims&
• business, but could be
Omer sows"sot' just a lovely home- • •
within two blocks of the
Woe % Aims? Nos Idile
courthouse, 4 bedroom
lams
641 N. past ambloIes hes
brick, 2 bath, study,
Wm. NW wesisthelliii•
living room and dining
kisk aid Stan. Lew porroom combinaticirr with
ch sod Petis. Iota of dew
woodburning fireplace,
specs. Coot but end air.
also large kitchen inhiring $45,000.
cluding
range,
7334213 Roytinto
refrigerator, disposal
and dishwasher Low
thirties. Phone KOPSERENE SETTING-Over
PERUD REALTY, 753a acre of beautifully
1222.
property,
landscaped
numerous. trees and
shrubs...A large home
TNE NELSON SNROAT
with 24 X 14 living room,
4 nice bedrooms, family
CO. REALTORS
room and rec room, 2
759-1107
baths.. Sun Deck.. Call
woo. oats %WW1 Curter
today for more inforrhation on this out-home.
standing
THIRTY FIVE
acres
JOBS
LORETTA
with water front located
REALTORS, . 753-1492.
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
pa ALT 005
Ky.) Property'has long
blacktop road Ky 1918i
plus a new road serving
te portion of the
C.
property. John
South 17th at Sur:armor* *
Neubauer, Realtor, -505
TELEPHONE 7531061
Main Street, Murray,
46. Homes For Sale
753-0101 or 753-7531.

SOLO

-*
*

157 N.•oplar-Senloot

NEW CABIN near lake.
Living room,2 bedroom,
kitchen with appliances.
Only $9.500 Permanent
home on 2 lots near lake,
$18.,750.
NELSON
SHROAT
CO.
REALTORS, 759-1707.

BOYO-M 1ORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

*, Extend your personalgreetings this year, with agreeting ati in *
Purdom & Thurman
the Murray Ledger & Times.
_
.
Insurance & Real Estate
Personalize your greeting- brinstrting, a-p-hadof oU,yow'
liturrr, Keenocky
753-4451
•
*
*-family, the gramkhildren or your mother at a small extra tost.:
:Wake. Mother's Day 1978.a special day for her by inserting' tt * ACRE LOTS for rent or'
sal; $30 per month. City .
:photo of her in the bd. and sewage.
* water
Roberts Estates. 3 miles
* No ads smaller than 1 col. by 1 inch will be accepted (Not East of Murray. Call
753-3745
* P• hoto).
•
FOR SALE Lake
Attlids must be received at this office by May 12. 1978, 12
: LOTS
view lots in restricted
subdivision at 1973
*noon,, • •
prices. Central water
Call bolirs..
• --You-funt4h:tire pkoograpikanyPio-tog-mph Wiltdo-,Tbkael-&
:ivhite preferred.

wo Column Photo
One Column Photo $5.00
1 Column by 1 Inch $2.00

49 Used Ca;s 8 Trucks

43 Real Estate
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY - A good
building for small
business offices or any
small business. Prime
location in Murray's
busy Southside Shopping
Center. Heat pump and
central air. Call about
this today. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

NEW DUPLEX near
completion. Luxurious
throughout, both sides
have cathedral ceiling in
living
room
and
bedrooms. Carpeted
through, Western cedar
on outside. Lowered
living room floors,
located on large corner
lot. Must be seen to
appreciate. Call 753-4449
after 5 pm. for ap- •
pointment
ON KENTUCKY Lake
near Paris Leading.
Neat two bedroom, full
basement, heat pump,
fireplace on view Li
acre. New boat dock on
deep water cove. Ideal
for retirement. Rt. 2.
Box 152, Dover,TN 37058
or 232-6777 after dark.
BEDROOM
THREE
brick,2 baths,large den,
'two miles out of Murray
Call 753-9580.
THREE BEDROOM-, 2'4
bath brick fireplace. 2
car garage, 2400 sq. ft..
utility room, built in
kitchen, great room
Plenty closets. Less
thane year 'old. Central
heat and air North on
121 Low 40's Phone 4892749.

Rir
OWNER
3
bedroom, 1 14 bath,
-garage, central air and 'heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
- living room with full
atoned wall flreplata.-- •
Blown -Asutation.
-Feinee4 betitiyibiiek.**11" 20 retied deck. Wooded
lot Paved driveway. All
on '4 an acre in Lynnwood Estates, 2 miles
South
of' Murray.
Possession in June. Call
7514717.

NEW HOME FOR SA
in Canterbury Estates.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
2 car garage with
storage area. Call after
5, 753-1358.
TWO BEDROOM Brick
- house, l
baths:- Half
basement. 10 ft. patio.
an 44 acrea land. One
outbuilding 16 X16 with
shed on 2 sides. Call 4742248.
HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
Tull baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part
basement,on large lot in
Subdivision.
Keniana
Call 436-2473.

1973 DATSUN1310 wagon.
Automatic
transmission. $1400. Call 7539213.
1966 DODGE 2 ton truck.
Two speed axle. 318
engine. Call 753-3099.
1374 MONTE CARLO
Black with burgandy
interior. 45.000 actual
miles. Power and air.
Color pac II poloroid
camera. works perfect.
$10. Call after 6 p.m. 4354383.
EL CAMINO topper to fit
1973-1977 models. call
753-6000.

1974 FORD RANCHERO
GT 351 automatic double
power and air nice.
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
fourwheel drive 360 4
speed. White spoke
• wheels 15 x 12 tires all
BEDROOM
THREE
new front end. $2250 Call
1-354-6217.
brick home, 1 bath,
utility room, large
kitchen and living room,
gas heat. Call days 7535678, nights 753-2595.
HOUSE FOR SALE on.
. 94
East about 2- miles- out
on 3 acres. Also trailer
for sale. Call 753-2669
after 5 p.m.

COUNTRY HOME and 4
acres, outbuildings,
fenced. On black top.
One mile from Puryear.
Call days 901-642-3352,nights 901-247-3986.
41 Motorcycles
127$ HONDA 750 F good
condition low mileage.
Call 492-8890 after Sp.m.
1975
550 . HONDA
motorcycle. $600. Call
753-0882 after 4 p.m.

19711 BI
wagon,
power
cellent
dition. 1
3222.

1967 FORD. new tires.
Call 437-4218 after 5.
1974 FORD Capri. Good
condition, 4 speed, new
tires call 482-8890 atter ,5

1269
PICKLE

1972 OLDS 1111, hill power
and air, best otter. See
Jimmy McCuan, 2470470.
•
1969 FORD one ton with
-, service bed and Hornet 4
cylinder air come sor. 1977 Fuid
Chateau, full power,
- double atr, cruise
control, tinted glass.
Eight Passenger. 17,000
miles. Call 345-2366.

--W73 DOI
cylindei
Good
1974 P
$1250. C

Sebring,
power
steeriro
ditionini
conditia
after 4.

1973 MERCURY Montego, power, air, AMFM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.

1971 CH
Extra ni
and tap
tires a
mileage.
$1250. Ci

1r64 FO
Good coi
best offe

FO
1%

Car
LUXURY LIVING IN THE COUNTY just 2 miles
West of Murray, is this beautifully appointed 4
bedroom brick home, on nearly 1 acre of land.
Features -baths, 2 fireplace.; all built-ins,
sunken tub th one bath, large game room. You
will be proud to own this spacious borne, as the
price will delight you! Homes like this one are
selling fast, call for your appointment NOW!

-Nevriad
hi good

7="1-

104
Attar

111•1•111111.111=11

Every
Holm

1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.

This'
fet, drt
and ch
glass,
and en
refrige

1976 HONDA 750. Call 4379505.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.

MOMS

48 Automotive Service
FOURL78 X 15 mud tires
mounted on six hole
rims. Brand new hub
caps and lug nuts included. $200. Phone 7535078 after 5:30.

CAR DEALER SPECIAL! Oversized 2stanteel
building with gas heat and air conditioning. EX-'
TRA BONUS includes the 3 bedroom brick home
with all built-ins including refrigerator in the
country kitchen. Attractively decorated, neat,
and would be hard to replace at the asking price.
Call while it is still available!

USED TIRES. $3.00 and
uri7 Various sizes. Call
Goodyear, '753-0595
before 6 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973. DODGE
ADVENTURE. 318 engine.Pcoiter steering, brakes,
brown and gold. Call
753-3090.

Edits k.E1bt 75341111
Ansa Illoguartt 753-2477
Sam leight 753-4111
Lola 11“41 753-01118
Patsy Fain 753-11316
Pat Anestreag 438-2174
Say Roberts 43$-MU
412 South 12th St.
753-1851

(at.

BOYD- MAJORS
REALTORS
(-2
"
,,,„
SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA

-7534010

Mayfield

Mangy- -.

Wingo.

C7,3411411771,:-..t.`•

Get read]
and most
bedroom
with bre,
heat and
tercom
pleasure
reduced $

COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST
Beautiful six room brick with everythi9g at Ben DeField Sub.-kalf way between
Mayfield & Murray,on Hwy. 121. 6 Years old, central heat & air. Beautiful
neighborhood. Calloway co.School District. You must see this at 636,660.
•
Cute 3 bet
attractive
pleasant f
on quite t
and a goo

"WERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY"

,

coin your own farm. 66 acre farm with 3 bedroom house, well4iouse with
electricity & water, stable, tobacco barn, pond.& app'e trees gives au opportunity for productive country living.

Boyd-Majors Real Estate

.

.

105 Noe

"The Professional Services With The Friendly Touch."
Audi's Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-1277
MIMI Mast 753-7511

Berbera Erwin 7514136 .
S. I. Rook 753-2327
Reuben Moody 753-9036
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HOS__
FIEDS
CLASSI
MENU
foR
mllsn'imE
1970 BUICK
estate -1973
DATSUN truck, good
wagon, automatic, air,
condition, one owner,
power steering, ex66,000 actual miles.
cellent running con$1900. Call days 1-615dition. $595.00. Call 753232-9425 or nights 1-6153222.
_
232-6507.

full power
*. offer. Ses
'lan,

Furd
II power,
, cruise
ed glass.
er. 17,000
2366.
Y Monair, AMeeds, body
1967 Chevy
but motor
$300. Call
6 p.m.

191-9
CHEVROLET VERY SHARP 1974 Vega
PICKUP. Call 437-9505.
eicellent condition.
_
AM-FM radio. Air with
19-73 DODGE pickup, 6
GT package. Call 489cylinder, short wide bed.
2715.
Good conditon. • $1450.
1974 Pinto automatic,
$1250. Call 489-2595.
974 S
LLITE
Sebring, 2 door hardtop, 1973
FORD F2.
50, 4 wheel
power brakes and
drive with camper shell.
steering,- air
con- Call
753-0597 after 6 p.m.
ditioning. In excellent
condition. Call 753-7475
wasfir
after 4.
Ishii. W. imiVi 4e• age
Marion with emimersonf hi
1971 CHEVY NOVA.
from EN to 60 N. P.
stock
Extra nice, stereo, radio
and tape player. Good , Must tree% those this week
to reduce our invertory.
tires and good gas
Several used frocks Ni
mileage. New battery.
stock. 1947 bformetional, 2
$1250. Call 437-4719.
toss attli,is it. bed, slims.
Itt4 FORD PICKUP.
Good condition. $350 or
best offer. Call 753-0457.

FOR SALE
1969 Cougar
Convertible
2 miles
inted 4
of land.
uilt-ins,
. You
, as the
one are
W!

- New paint, new tires,
-.1b good conditibn.
See At:
04 Broad St.
After 4:00 P. M.

ii li kid wed yam
Omsk! Re bid, $479S.
1/77 Fard - pitiap, huff tom.
1/76 GMC % ton picking.
1/67
GMC
pickup, artematic, Mickel silk
'ewer steering, and-perwor brakes. 1960 1 tow int.Yistiona and several
other trucks to ,clasems treat. SOVIlfel tilted Ws is
cis... from. 'Mese can he
910•0 at Alarm Fora Trotter, 520, Sowth 4t6, Myrna',
Ky. 759-4S95.

Every Friday Night, 641 Auction
House, Paris, Tenn.
This week pickup load from St. Louis. Oak buffet, dresser, kitchen cabinet, oak rocker, dresser
and chest to match, oak lamp table, depression
glass, 81 pieces of clear Iris pattern glass, odds
and ends of all kinds. Also Westinghouse stove,
refrigerator, washer and dryer,all harvest gold.
,living
.
T. V., air condition, cast iron wood heater
room suite,lots mare.

James E. Travis
No. 278 Auctioneer

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
and
barns, farms
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

1971 FIREBIRD. Power,
air. Good condition. Call
492-8836 after 5:30.

ELEC
LICENSED
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. No jab
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0005.

1945 CONTINENTAL
white. Extra clean. Low
mileage. Call 455-2427.
1968 CHEVROLET
Chevelle. Powet
steering, air, and
brakes. Tape player,
very nice. Call 753-6680.

NEED
or
TREES
or
cut
shrubbery
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.

r,,wflitt,
our tli,
top. Brown leather interior with all the extras. Call 753-5561.
1975 GRANDVILLE
Brougham Pontiac
convertible. Burgandy
with white top. White
interior. Extra sharp.
29,000 actual miles.
loaded. $5,500. Call 7591242 after 6:00, 753-3863.

TRICIAN and gas indo
stallation
will
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

"LET US 1-4NoW WHEN WE'VE HAP
OUR THIRD MARTINI. WE WANT TO
DISCUSS BUSINESS."

Western Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5228507.
16" TOPPER • ,fOr long
wheel base b•nek. Light,
curtains, roll_ %It_ windews. Call 7539382 after5 p.m.

1977 CUSTOMIZED van,6
cylinder. Good gas
mileage. Call 759-4982
after 5:30.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, pop ups, used
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we 'sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. till ? Sunday,
12:30 until 6 p.m. East 94
HigInvay 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.

loaded, air conditioning,
pop top, AM-PM stereo,
stove and refrigerator.
38,000 miles. $6500 or
offer. Call 615-431-3630 or
759-4650.
truck
8' CABOVER
camper. Self contained
Nice. Best reasonable
offer. Call 753-1566 or
7.53-4599.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom bunt vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
•03284507 cad-collect.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING 'sealing, patching
.striping. For free
estimates call 753-1537,.
BYARS BROTHERS &
SON -- General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-3624895.

Randy's Carpenter
And Numbing Service
Satisfmtion Cosermitoed

436-5680

PROFESSIONAL
window cleaner, private
homes, offices, store
fronts, ,etc. 20 years
experience. Call 901-782.5981.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
. Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
WET BASEMENT? we
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Const-uction Co., Route 2
BJX 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Rarnh Worley.

'SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.

BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-to,septic tank work. Fiel?
install Eldorado Stone.
ttle lines--installed, 26
No costly footings or
years
experience.
foundations. 100 percent
Licensed through Health
fireproof
masonary
product. Less than the .Department. Call Rex
cost of natural stone. • Camp, 753-5933.
Use for interior or ex.
terior. -An excellent do- FOR . 1NsULATION
needs. Call Jackson
it-yourself project or we
.A
aetjand
eicr
ins
ba
.
Will install Buy direct759-182o.
from
our factory.
Timber-Lodge Stone and
PHOTOGRAPHER'
Fireplace, 706
N.
Service, birthday
Market Street, Paris,
parties, wedding, etc.
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901Very reasonable. Call
642-1328.
159-1749.

SERVICEMASTER of
Murray The Cleaning
People_ Who Care. We
are recommended by 30
leading carpet mills.
For free estimate call
today, 753-0259.

Ch4in Saw

YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM)

Eastside Small
Engine Repair
%gime,941.,t
153 0400

759-4615
- CONSERVE ENERGY
and SAVE $$ by Insulating now!! Blown
cellulose and foam-inplace ureaformaldehyde
insulation. Free
No
estimates.
obligation, KY-TENN
INC.,
INSULATION
Route 7, Box 258,
Murray Ky. 42071 502435-4527.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Estimates. Call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m
EXPERIENCED MAN
will do interior wood
working finish carpentry, and cabinet
4435finishing. Call'
evening.
4150
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover. 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
Call
specifications.
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FIYE,BEAUTIFUL free
WATCH-AND-CLOCK- _ -kittens. -Male and
female. Call 753-3293.
repair. Call 759-1231.

Perfect Location

q111111.111111.111111111MI

131JAUTY SERVICE
Inc.an
Aidr condition
diC°tmionpansayles
vice. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

No job too small. Excellent references.

BLOWN
INSULATION
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

RENT RINSENVAC

ECONOMICALLYcleans the way
professionaLs do-at
a fraction of the cost

And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

WELL BABYSIT., in my
home for children four
years and up. Experienced. Call 753-2328.

New listing - lovely western cedar exterior, living
room with fireplace, separate dining room, kitchen
with all appliances, 3 bedrooms, large bath, garage
with electric opener, separate workshop or storage
area, beautifully landscaped 14 acre lot for more
details call

The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
759-1707
tiocle Sees %mom Cooler
"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"EVEMNGS
Marie Hicks-759-1056

Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave hteGinnis 7504538
Sam Harris 753-8061

Root for only 512.00 a day

Eel-Air Decor Store
kl-Air Qom I5.3-1042

Pictured below are some of Murray's finest homes listed for_sale on the current Real Estate Market. Our sales representatives are available on a full-time basis
(at your convenience) td show you any of these featured homes and any other home listed through the Murray Multiple Listing Service; We look forward to serving you.

A SPRINGTIME SURPRISE
'Get ready to move into one of Murray's sharpest
and most spacious homes. This house has three
bedrooms, 2 large baths, fireplace and kitchen
with breakfast area. Economical central gas
heat and central air, a private patio and an intercom for something extra. It would be our
pleasure to show this home to you. Price just
reduced 91,000.

.

NICE REDUCED $2000
Bright and cheery 3 bedroom, 2 bath Charmer •
only 1 year old. Featuring den with fireplace,formal dining room, 2-car garage and realistic
price in the 40's. Leta new ray of sunshine into
your life and take a look at this quality home.

A REAL BUY

CONVENIENT LOCATION
Cute 3 bedroom home near the University. Very
attractive wall -to wall carpeting and many Walk across the street to the university from this
pleasant features in this sparkling home located well-kept older home with threeBedrooms, two
on quite residentiaLstreet. This is a good boule baths, centilil 'gas heat and a half basement.
and a good value, only $30,000.
There is also an extra plus with a three room upstairs apartment with outside entrance. If you
are looking for.a house priced in the mid forties
that is-convenient to the university call us today.

NEW LISUNG
Three bedroom, 1 kt bat.- brick ranch home built
in 1976. Central electr heat pump, attached
garage, lovely kitchen ,ith all built-ins and attractively decorated tr - ughout. Priced in 30's.

LIVE AND EARN
One of Murray's nicest dupiex apartments. Each
side has 2 bedrooms, livwCrOatii, kitchen and
bath, with one unit ha-,rig beautiful den with
fireplace and wood-beamed ceiling, Modern kitchens have all built-in appliances, and very attractive drapes, carpeting and wallpaper
throughout home. A beautiful way to be practical'.

HOME, BUSINESS OR BOTH

Drive down Main Street and take a look at this
impressive 2-story home. Lots of living area
which includes 4 bedrooms, study, dining roam,
Oen, living room, plant room, basement and central natural gas heat. Price now only $35,000.

This could be the place you are looking for Property is zoned for business, but could be just
a lovely home within two blocks or the codthouse, 4 bedroom brick, 2 bath, study, living
room and dining room combination with woodburning fireplace,. also large kitchen including
range, refrigerator, disposal and dishwasher.
Low thirties,

If unique Ls what you seek, we have it. This 3story,5 bedroom home has all the extras-marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways,
central vacuum and intercom, custom made
drapes throughout. This is that "dream home"
you have been waiting for.

Three bedroom, 2 bath home featuring 36' x 16'
great room With lovely fireplace. Located just
West of Murray city limits and priced very attractively on today's market. This is an energy,
efficient step saving home. Now only $40,000.

Evenings Call:
Andersen-353-7932
Marty Patterson4412-1302., "Vitakikez-3Bill Rayburn-759-4900
George Gallagher-753-8129 41Bill Kopperud-753-1222
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By JO BURKEEN
Local Setae Editor

- Frsaces Wake tb---"Ft1R FRIDAY,MAY 12, 197$
What kind of day will must be steady, knowing ones,
tomorrow be' To find out what directed kaily toward most
the stem say, read the forecast worthwhile objectives Stress
loss for your birth Sign.
_ your innate foresight.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
eys
i Nov. 23 w n..,.,,21 1 le
I Mar 21 to Apr '20
AA day
which to tie_up loose
A good day for dealuag with ends
and make any -required
superiors, with persons in improvemen
ts. Don't comauthority generally. Any or all phcate
situations by acting
should be receptive to your hastily
or being abrupt with
ideas.
others.
TAURUS
alaaasaP
CAPRICORN
•tre
(Apr. 21 to May 211
(Dec. 22 to Jan. Sai
kVA
evidenecallial_ -Them
competition is on the move. toward excitement, undue
Don't be left at the post. Good reaction to disappointment.
judgment and prompt action altering plans needlessly Be
needed
alert to your own moods and
GEMINI
curb the harmful ones.
May 22 to June 21i
AQUARIUS
Your imagination highly (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)'•"`".a..a4
stimulated and, while you may
A good day! Get out your bag
not capitalize on new ideas of tricks and launch your pet
immediately:- they should be projects - especially those
future.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23
A better day than you may
anticipate. Especially, favored:
personal relationships,
domestic concerns, travel.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Once you have made up your
mind, back up decisions with
vigorous action. You may run
into some opposition, but you
can win with reason and logic.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept..23( .11"
There's a tendency now to let
things. slide. But, without
careful thinking and planning.
complexities could arise to
plague you later Face up to
future requirements.
LOMA
•

4124.

Sept. 24 te Oct.= awe—.

.

You may feel somewhat
stymied in your plans, but skies
are clearing (er faster advancement toward desired
goals. Have patiefice!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n)nt!*
Quiet skips soky be tile mast
importations& new tog thel

terests and family affairs.
,
PISCES
20)
Mar.
Feb.
to
20
4
Much activity indicated, and
excellent stellar influences
favor any number of good endeavors - including new undertakings you may be planning
to launch
YOU BORN TODAY are a
composite of practicality and
creativity, often succeeding in
art, singing, poetry or dancing.
You can write well, too and, as a
novelist, your work would be
deep and moving. You have a
keen 'mind and, whatever art
you may pursue, either
vocationally or &vocationally,
the intellectual approach will be
evident. Your understanding
and sympathy for your
fellowman - is outstanding, and
Make
ellent physicians
and nurses. With all this, you
love activity and excitement
and, in your leisure time, make
a delightful companion. airthdate of: Dante Gabriel
Rossetti,
poet,
painter:
Florence Nightingale, founder
of modern nursing: Philip
Wylie, wytter.

from Murray State University. He has been working and
studying for his Doctor of
Ministry degreee in the "on
the field" training with the
Luther Rice Seminary since
1976 completing requirements
for, the degree conferred on
him on May 5 at Jacksonville.
The Memorial minister was
licensed to preach by the New
Bethel Baptist Church in 1958
and was ordained by the same
church in May 1961. We served
as minister of the Mt. Zion

The Rev. Jerrell G. White
pastor of the Memortal
Baptist Church. was awarded
the Doctor of Ministry degree
by the Luther Rice Seminary

of Jacksonville, Fla., _ on
Friday evening May
The graduation marked the
completion of a program of ,
intersive
personal
and
professional training in
pastoral
ministries.
Prerequisites Of this degree
the _Bachelor's degree,:.
which Dr. White received,
from
Univarsity
Union
Jackson, Tn., and a graduate
divinity degree received from
southern
the
Baptist
Theological
Seminary,
1.ouisville.

Baptist Church, Kuttawa,

from May 1961 to -November
1963; the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, Murray, from
November 1963 to October
1967; and the First Baptist
Church, Sesser, Ill., from
October 1967 to April 1970,
before coming to the
Memorial Church in, April

Dr. White

campus, LRS has pioneer-A
Dr. Robert G. Witty,
non-traditional and distance
eandeat of Luther Rice
—teeeiting-ieeefting--testutiquesi970.
Seminary, conferred the

which greatly facilitate
continuing education for the
Christian ministry.
Family present
•
Present at the graduation
ceremonies for Dr. White
were his wife. Connie, am
their three sons, Jeremy, age
11, Jared, age nine, and
Jwain, age six; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G.
White of Kuttawa; and Mr.
and Mrs. Don Rogers and son,
Craig, of Murray. Mr. Rogers
is a deacon and Mrs. Rogers is
- pianist
at the Memorial
Church where Pastor White
and his wife, Connie,. have
-served
since April 1970.
Trustees, and the Rev.
His wife, the former Connie
---Rudo1ph Md(15fick Pastor
°.
_--t..--11tog
ers,- daughter410‘..7
:and
Bethel Instituionla Baptist
Mrs. George Rogers 9f
Church.
. Fredonia, has worked closely
Chartered in 1962, the
with her husband In his
Luther Rice Seminary has
ministry as he serves the
grown into an international
student body of over 3,000 ctiurch, city county, and area.
Farm Boyhood
from across, America and
Dr. White grew up on a farm
forty other countries. In adin Lyon , County graduating
degree on more than 300
graduates in the services at
the Jackson First Baptist
Church on May S. climaxing a
week of activities including
undergraduate seminars,
graduate tutorials, and a
doctoral colloquy.
Featured speaker was Dr.
Kenneth Meyer, president of
Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, Deerfield, Ill. Other
speakers included the Rev.
Edwin Diaz, director of
Spanish Mission work for the
Jacksonville Baptist
Association, Dr. David Gouch,
chairman_ of —
the Advisosy

in 1958. He attended Bethel
College, Hopkinsville, before
going to Union University and
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville,
receiving his degree from
there in January 1966 He
received his Masters degree
program in history in 1966

THIS
MQTHER'S DAY
GIVE MOM
ONE OF
THESE

Many Aetivities

Seminary, MRE School, Receipts: 4d.
illsetss
aillimdmil
iedseeee
"1111142111
111711
:4
Louisville. She taught in the Gills 360
Memarial Kindergarten for'
......
seven years before it was
5411.71-47.75
closed when public school
kindergarten opened. She
A811.8142.00
teaches Sunday School class U82-11M
14
,......
at the church along with her US 14
$12.0043.00
many other duties as wife, trs 14118.111011*.
mother, and wife of a Baptist [1113$4
421161ba.'
• 531.08-40.00
Beers$87NM.68 meetly$33 0044.00
minister.
Mrs; White said God has
blessed her and her family in
so many ways since their
marriage on June 8, 1962.
Testletoay
Dr. White in his ,personal
statement of faith said "as a
youngster I had the privilege
Homecoming services will
of a Christian home, but there be held Sunday,
May 13,at the
came a time in my life when I Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal
realized I needed a personal Church, located 1%
miles off
trust in the Lord for myself. At Highway 94 East.
the age or'10, putting an exworship
The morning
cuses aside, I asked Christ to services
will be held at eleven
come intoiny life.It felt
dinner will
great burden was lifed as I no follow. The public is invited to
longer feared death and I felt attend, a church spokesman

Two New Concord area
juveniles are scheduled to
reappear in juvenile court on
charges of third degree
burglary.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department arrested the two,
one 14 and the other 18,
Tuesday night ineonnection
with a burglary' of a cabin . •
located in the New _Concord
area.
According to a spokeY:
man, nothing-1mi--reported 7"
,missing in the break-in,

although e cabin was ransacked.
-One of the juveniles is
currently in the juvenile
detention section of the
Calloway County Jail.

. Kentucky Supreme Court
Justice Boyce Clayton of
Benton has called for a
committee of judges aid
representatives of the news
media" to study experimental
television coverage of trials.
State Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Palmore has
predicted that experimental
television coverage of Kentucky trials could occur within
the coming year. Palrnore told
a group attending a state
judicial conference recently
that he "is interested okt
bringing it in." He said, "It's
the only way to let the people

judges feel it will be a
problem. I wouldn't want to
force television on them,"

Amana Radarange
Microwave Oven
Popcorn Popper, mace
exclusively for
use in Amana
Radarange Ovens.

Amana Radarange Microwave Oven Popcorn Popper pops corn
faster than electric
popcorn poppers . without any oil
. without any shaking, stirring or turning!
Amana's exclusive Microwave Concentrator Base focuses
microwave energy at
the bottom of the cone where it quickly pops the kernels

Enjoy delicious popcorn in less then 4 minutes: '

e without a greasy container to cleap,_

• withaat shaking or
stirring

• without heating up the kitchen
• and the entire popper,is dishwasher
.

safe.
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verdi
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Dr. White has served as
a new sense of belonging and
said.
treasurer of the Murraysecurity. This faith has grown
Calloway County Ministerial
and been shaped by may
Association r since 1974, and
experiences of life. But today
WRANGLERS CLUB
has been on the Board of
the greatest reality is the
The Wranglers Riding Club
Directors of the Need Line
reality of God and faith in will ride at the ring on Friday,
service organization since
Rim. I warit to do His will. I May 12, starting at seven
1976. He is a member of the
want to be used by him in p.m.. according to James
Order of Business Committee,
bring to others a better life Rogers,club
Christian Life Committee, and
president.
now and in the life to come."
Executive Board of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention.
Among the many other
activities as minister have
been his speaking in special
meeting in churches in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, and California;
his participating in special
-evangetistte - crusades and
meetings Trinidad, and Venzuela; his
serving as part time instructor in Biblical Literature
at Murray State Unviersity for
th'ree semesters; his conducting Holy Land Tours
visiting Isreal, Greece,Egypt,
and Jordan in 1972and 1977.
His wife, Connie, also
graduated from Lyon County
High School, attended Bethel
College, Hopkinsville,
received her B. A degree in
elementary education from
Murray State University in
1964, and attended the
Southern Baptist Theological

in
-The Village"
FOR Alt YOUR
CARPET
NEEDS
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Stock Market

Clayton said.
The Benton justice said he
favors the appointment of a
committee made up of trial,
appellate and Supreme Court
judges to study the matter,
along with representatives of

Murra,
will be

Hiqh-gloss beauty and
long-term protection

the news media.
Based On the committee's
recommendations, a set of
guidelines could be developed
and then some experiment.41
television coverage could be
allowed," Clayton said.
Eight, other -states allow
television cameras in the
courtroom under certain
circumstances. About a year
ago in Kentucky, 14 Jefferson
Circuit Court judges signed a
resolution approving sqch
practices, but the state'
Supreme Court negated the
action when it adoptt
,clia set of
standars prohibiting courtroom cameras.
One judge said studies
would be needed to resolve
questions of when or whether
a trial judge could restrict
coverage of certain types of

Long-lasting colors
in a soft-gloss finish

PAINTS
Great savings today
on beauty and protection
for years to come!
Rustic tones to protect &
enhance wood surfaces

testimony.

Others
said
certain
Prices of stock of local interest at ram
EDT today, furnished to the ledger• procedural
debates
on
Times by First of Michigan. Carp , of television coverage could
Murray, are am followi
lengthen trials.
industrial average
OP 225
Air Products
2re.
Arnencan Moto*
American Taleptiolie
Ford Motor
SO •
General Motors
General T1re
Goodrich

1210W. Main

Murray,Ky.
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The first popcorn popper designed for a microwave oven And it's
yours for no extra
.charge when you buy any Amane 675-watt, -RR" series Radarange
Microwave
Oven
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state so •
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. Lake Data
Kentucky Lake, 7
359.0, down 0.1.
RF16* dam 371.8. up.4
Barkley Lake, 7 am.
down 0.1. t
Below dam 325.1,,up 4

COME ANMEE CIS TODAY FOR

A DEMONSTRATION
OF AN AMANAIllijADARANGE MICROWAVf OVEN AND THE
AMANA RADARAt4GE MICROWAVE OVEN POPCORN POPPER.
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get light, fluffy popcorn with fewet
calories.

•

so

see how the courts work after
all, the courts are just an arm
of the people."
Clayton called for an indepth study by both judges
and the news media on using
television- cameras in the
courtroom.
"1 think the majority of trial
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•Shirley's Garden Center & Green Huse Only,will be open
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